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Studies of animal spatial distributions typically use prior knowledge of animal habitat
requirements and behavioral ecology to deduce the most likely explanations of observed
habitat use. Animal-borne accelerometers can be used to distinguish behaviors which
allows us to incorporate in situ behavior into our understanding of spatial distributions.
Past research has focused on using supervised machine-learning, which requires a priori
specification of behavior to identify signals whereas unsupervised approaches allow the
model to identify as many signal types as permitted by the data. The following
framework couples direct observation to behavioral clusters identified from unsupervised
machine learning on a large accelerometry dataset. A behavioral profile was constructed
to describe the proportion of behaviors observed per cluster and the framework was
applied to an acceleration dataset collected from wild pigs (Sus scrofa). Although, most
clusters represented combinations of behaviors, a leave-p-out validation procedure
indicated this classification system accurately predicted new data.
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CHAPTER I
AN UNSUPERVISED MACHINE-LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR BEHAVIORAL
CLASSIFICATION FROM ANIMAL-BORNE ACCELEROEMTERS
Abstract
1. Studies of animal spatial distributions use our understanding of animal habitat
requirements and behavioral ecology to deduce the most likely explanations of observed
habitat use. However, without behavioral information we are limited to informed
conjecture as to why animals select certain spaces.
2. Animal-borne accelerometers can be used to distinguish behaviors which allows us to
incorporate behavior into our understanding of animal distributions. Past research has
focused on using supervised machine-learning, which requires a priori specification of
behavior to identify signals. Unsupervised approaches allow the model to identify as
many signal types as permitted by the data but, without direct observation, cannot be used
to identify individual behaviors.
3. We propose a framework that couples direct observation to behavioral clusters identified
from unsupervised machine learning on a large accelerometry dataset. Because observed
behaviors may occur across multiple clusters, we construct a behavioral profile to
describe the proportion of behaviors observed within each cluster and demonstrate the
application of this framework to acceleration data collected from wild pigs (Sus scrofa).
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4. We observed that fewer clusters were associated with a high probability of a single
behavior (>50%) that those represented by multiple behaviors. The average standardized
L1-norm of a leave-p-out validation procedure indicated our classification system had an
average maximum dissimiliarity of 26% between the training and with-held datasets
indicating that our training data accurately predicted the hold-out data at least 74% of the
time.
5. Our framework incorporates variation into our classification to better understand the
ecological drivers of animal space use. We discuss the appropriate application of this
framework to field data, highlighting the assumptions and caveats for out-of-sample
prediction, and how it may be used to generate new inference for a variety of ecological
phenomena.
Introduction
A central aim of ecological studies is to understand the environmental drivers of fitness.
Resources (e.g. energy, water, and nutrients) are integral to animal survival, growth, and
reproduction, so when resources are limited, animal fitness correspondingly decreases (Gordon
et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2004; Canale et al., 2012). Thus, resource availability is an important
predictor of reproductive success, distribution, and survival of organisms (Matthiopoulos et al.,
2015). How organisms seek and acquire resources can be influenced by predation risk (DeCesare
et al., 2014), thermoregulation (Street et al., 2016), resource availability (Mysterud & Ims,
1998), social interactions (Cozzi et al., 2018), and landscape structure (Beyer et al., 2016).
Therefore, spatial distributions are the result of interacting and competing immediate and longterm needs (Nathan et al., 2008). Species-distribution models use our understanding of habitat
requirements and behavior to explain observed patterns of use (Boyce & McDonald, 1999;
2

Guisan & Thuiller, 2005; Elith & Leathwick, 2009); however, individuals may not behave
identically across landscapes, and may utilize a single landscape for multiple purposes (Street et
al., 2016). Therefore, quantifying the variation in the behaviors exhibited by animals across
landscapes is an important step in improving our understanding of animal distributions (Johnson,
1980; Van Horne, 1982; Nathan et al., 2008; Matthiopoulos et al., 2015).
Early studies linking animal behavior to individual landscapes frequently focused on
identifying space use (Johnson, 1980; Aebischer, Robertson & Kenward, 1993; Lima & Zollner,
1996; Mysterud & Ims, 1998; Boyce & McDonald, 1999). Historically, field studies relied on
direct observation (Altmann, 1974). However, many animals are difficult to observe in their
native habitats. This often leads to non-random sampling favoring landscapes with higher
detection probability (Burghardt et al., 2012), and human presence may influence behavior
making data unreliable (Jack et al., 2008; Crofoot et al., 2010). Tracking technologies such as
radio telemetry and Global Positioning System (GPS) collars eliminate these issues allowing
animals to be relocated remotely (Cochran & Rexford, 1963; Rodgers et al., 1996) which led to
their widespread implementation (Cagnacci et al., 2010; Hebblewhite & Haydon, 2010; Thomas
et al., 2011). However, a critical limitation of such data is they do not reveal the underlying
reason why the animal was observed in that location (Hebblewhite & Haydon, 2010). Many
statistical approaches exist to link an animal’s distribution to habitat characteristics including
compositional analysis (Aebischer et al. 1993), resource- and step-selection functions (Boyce &
McDonald, 1999; Fortin et al., 2005), and Poisson point process models (Warton & Shepherd,
2010), but all of these approaches require the deduction of plausible ecological drivers of the
estimated effects without allowing direct inference regarding these mechanisms (i.e. effects are
purely correlative). Switching state-space and hidden Markov models improve ecological
3

inference by using changes in step length and turning angle to allude to “behavioral states”
(Morales et al., 2004; Fryxell et al., 2008; de Weerd et al., 2015; Auger-Méthé et al., 2016;
Abrahms et al., 2017). The addition of behavioral states improves the accuracy of distribution
models (Abrahms et al., 2017) but remains limited to informed deduction as it is unable to
pinpoint the precise behaviors associated with a given state. Thus, traditional remote sensing of
animal locations is limited in its ability to provide direct evidence of the behavioral mechanisms
producing the observed distributions.
New biologgers measure an animal’s acceleration and magnetic orientation at sub-second
intervals which allow for the reconstruction of movement trajectories and identification of
behaviors (Shepard et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2013). In such a dataset,
locomotion may be categorized by a forward surge with oscillations in the sway and heave
components (X-, Y-, and Z-directional axes). These signals can be identified manually by a
technician, but this is cumbersome and subject to observer error (Yoda et al., 2001; Laich et al.,
2008; Halsey et al., 2009). Increasing attention has focused on automated behavioral
classification using machine-learning techniques such as decision trees, Random Forests, and
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN; e.g. Nathan et al., 2012; Wang & Xu, 2015; Wilson et al.
2018). However, most have been applied in a supervised manner requiring a priori classification
of signal types into known behaviors, followed by classification of similar signals throughout the
dataset as that behavior (Nathan et al., 2012). These approaches predict the behavior of an
animal given a known data signal but are limited to pre-defined behaviors to identify and
characterize the accelerometry signals (Nathan et al., 2012; Wang & Xu 2015). Unsupervised
approaches identify as many unique signal types as permitted by the data and do not require
known behaviors for classification (Sakamoto et al., 2009; Chimienti et al., 2016), but biological
4

interpretation of identified clusters requires additional post hoc attention. Furthermore, behaviors
characterized by multiple signals may occur in multiple clusters; for example, grazing and
browsing exhibit different head postures and may be separated by the model, although both may
be considered foraging. This can result in increased error in behavioral classifications from
clustered signals generated by unsupervised classification (Chimienti et al., 2016).
We propose a hybrid approach that combines the respective strengths of supervised and
unsupervised approaches to identify animal behaviors from accelerometry data. We developed a
framework that couples observed behaviors needed for supervised classification (Nathan et al.,
2012) to the unlabeled behavioral clusters using from unsupervised machine learning (Sakamoto
et al., 2009), overcoming the limitations of both classification procedures. Our approach benefits
from utilizing common tools in a novel fashion, thereby increasing approachability for
practitioners and maximizing predictive accuracy. We discuss the characteristics of our approach
and how it may be used to generate new insight into ecological processes.
Methods
Our proposed approach pairs direct observation of animals with machine learning to
maximize accuracy while simultaneously describing misclassification rates. The approach uses
Functional Principal Components Analysis (FPCA) to derive the principal components of the
dataset, which are subsequently aggregated into bins of similar signal types using a SelfOrganizing Map (SOM). Unique groups of common signals are identified using a k-means
clustering analysis performed on the SOM. Because observed behaviors may occur across
multiple clusters (Chimienti et al., 2016), we construct probability profiles describing the
proportion of observed behaviors occurring within a signal cluster to explicitly characterize the
error in unsupervised classification.
5

Smoothing and Functional Principal Component Analysis
Tri-axial accelerometer/magnetometer data represent animal movement and orientation
across all three directional axes—X (the surge or longitudinal axis), Y (sway or lateral axis), and
Z (heave or dorso-ventral axis; Fig. 1). The vectorial sum of dynamic body acceleration
(VeDBA), is derived from the vector sum of each axis of acceleration without gravitational
influence and describes the total motion of the animal (Gleiss et al., 2011). Using these seven
data channels (tri-axial accelerometry, tri-axial magnetometry, and VeDBA), modern biologgers
sampling at sub-second rates produce tremendous amounts of data (Wilson, Shepard & Liebsch,
2008). However, these data are often noisy (Fig. 2) and require smoothing to isolate the signals
(Viviani, Grön & Spitzer, 2005). Although there is no consensus as to what defines an
appropriate smoothing parameter (λ), lower values better preserve the pattern of the data but
retain more noise while higher values eliminate noise but are computationally demanding
(Viviani, Grön & Spitzer, 2005). Acceleration, magnetometry, or VeDBA signals may then be
sampled from the smoothed signal to obtain the general pattern. These smoothed signals may
then be analyzed by FPCA to reduce data dimensionality while retaining the critical
characteristics of the data (Górecki & Krzyśko, 2012; Chapter II, section 1).
Clustered Self-Organizing Maps
The resulting principal component vectors represent a new dataset where each orthogonal
vector is independent, describes the greatest possible variance, and those with similar magnitude
and direction represent data with common characteristics (Górecki & Krzyśko, 2012). Following
FPCA, SOMs are used to identify and aggregate observations with common signal
characteristics. SOMs are a type of unsupervised ANN that reduces a multi-dimensional dataset
to a two-dimensional surface (Chon, 2011; Kohonen, 2013; Chapter II, section 2). SOMs are
6

comprised of neurons and connections that shape a two-layer network where each neuron in the
input layer is associated with an explanatory feature in the data. For example, Fig. 3 has 13
features, so there are 13 neurons in the input layer of the SOM structure which are exhaustively
connected to all neurons in the output layer (defined by the analyst). Each neuron in the output
layer represents a cell (bin) within which observations exhibit similar characteristics (Figs 3 &
4). Neighboring cells are more closely related to each other than to more distant cells. However,
the degree of similarity between cells is determined by the distance between neurons in the
underlying network (Kohonen, 2013). In a quadrilateral SOM topology, each neuron may have a
maximum of 4 neighbors; in Fig. 3, the 4x3 SOM has a total of 12 neurons (i.e. 12 bins of
common data characteristics) in the output layer to distinguish between observations.
SOMs learn by the exposure of data points (“training” data) to the network. Following
SOM initialization (the random allocation of weights to all the connections in the SOM
structure), the neural network is exposed to all the data points in the training dataset Nepoch times.
Each exposure results in a “winning” neuron which has the highest value when exposed to a data
point that matches the current state of the network. Winning neurons and their neighbors are
updated according to the value of the winning neuron, the initial covering (C, the total number of
times the whole network will be updated), and the initial neighborhood radius (rinit). For instance,
if Nepoch = 200 and C = 30, only during the first 30 epochs will the weights assigned to both the
winning neuron and its neighbors be updated. During the initial covering phase, the
neighborhood radius r will decrease incrementally from rinit to 1; r = 1 includes only the wining
neuron, whereas r = 2 covers the winning neuron and its neighbors. This generalizes to the von
Neumann neighborhood with Manhattan distance d = r-1. Increasing rinit during the initial
covering phase will expand the update to consider additional neurons.
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SOMs use an iterative process to update the data model and its associated neurons. Given
an index for an updated neuron (i), a winning neuron (c), an exposure number (t), an epoch
number (T), a model associated with neuron i at t (mi(t)), and a data point being exposed to the
network (x(t)), the model at time t+1 is,
mi (t + 1) = mi (t ) + hi (T , c, r )  [ x(t ) − mi (t )]

(Eq. 1)

The sub-function hi(T,c,r) controls the degree of change in the iterated model based on the
proximity of neuron i (the target neuron) to neuron c (the winning neuron), the epoch T, and the
current neighborhood radius r. The latter is updated in each epoch based on the specified
covering and neighborhood status using a Gaussian or step function to impose a decreasing
updating effect as training progresses (Jafari-Marandi & Keramati, 2014). This iterative updating
results in an unsupervised data clustering scheme with high predictive accuracy (Chon, 2011;
Kohonen, 2013).
Although SOMs are a powerful tool for data aggregation and visualization, the number of
distinct signal types is predefined by the analyst (Chon, 2011). Thus, an objective analytical
approach to identify the number of unique signal types that occur in the SOM is needed. Because
adjacent cells of the SOM are more similar than to more distant cells (Kohonen, 2013), here we
use k-means clustering, with a modification that retains the location of each data point within the
SOM, to group similar cells into clusters (Vesanto & Alhoniemi, 2000; Jafari-Marandi et al.,
2017; Chapter II, section 2). This approach produces a new clustered SOM wherein each cell is
assigned a cluster value based on its similarity to its neighbors (as determined by the underlying
ANN) and the number of clusters (k) to be identified (Fig. 5).
Traditionally, k-means requires that k be set a priori (Vesanto & Alhoniemi, 2000).
While k can be selected based on visual inspection of a variety of SOM statistics (e.g., sample hit
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rate, distance plots; Kohonen, 2013), using a quantitative approach to assign k would be more
robust and eliminate subjectivity in cluster parameterization. Provided a range of possible k, we
may instead conduct a silhouette analysis to find the optimal k (Rousseeuw 1987; Chapter II,
section 2). Given k total clusters, the silhouette for a given cell i in cluster l is,
si ,l = [min(bi , j ) − ai ,l ] / max[ai ,l , min(bi , j )]

(Eq. 2)

where ai,l is the average distance between cell i and all other cells in l, and bi,j is the
average distance between cell i and all cells within cluster j (j = 1, 2, …, k, excluding l). The
average silhouette within a cluster ( sl ) is a measure of data similarity; values approaching 1
indicate appropriate and -1 inappropriate clustering (Rousseeuw 1987). Following k-means
clustering sl can be calculated to find the value of k that maximizes sl for all clusters. However,
k-means clustering algorithms are sensitive to the starting observations at initialization (Vesanto
& Alhoniemi, 2000) so the datapoints must be randomized and the k-means clustering repeated
Nrep times with sl calculated for each repetition. The final value of k may be determined by
maximizing the average sl (averaged across all Nrep trials at a given k; Chapter II, section 2).
Behavioral Probability Matrix
After conducting FPCA, fitting the SOM, and identifying k clusters of common signal
types, we produce a clustering scheme whereby data observations in a SOM cell are assigned to
the l-th cluster, and observations in l are as similar as possible. To determine the behaviors
associated with each cluster and assess the discriminatory power of the classification scheme, we
construct a n×k matrix D where each value is the probability of observing the n-th behavior in
the k-th cluster (P(behavior|cluster), Table 2). This matrix improves upon previous attempts at
remote classification of animal behavior from accelerometry as it explicitly characterizes the
9

probabilities of each behavior given a signal type (Nathan et al., 2012). To derive D, we
construct a n×k contingency table from the training data (i.e. the observed data) and calculate
matrix A, the proportion of each behavior-by-cluster combination relative to the entire dataset
such that all cells sum to 1 (P(behavior and cluster), Table 1). The summation of each column in
⃗⃗ that describes the probability of the clusters relative to each other,
A produces a 1×k vector 𝑩
P(cluster), and the summation of each row in A produces a n×1 vector ⃗𝑪. that describes the
probability of observing a behavior in the dataset independent of the clusters (P(behavior), Table
1). Given a dataset of known observations (e.g. the training data), we may calculate matrix D by
n

dividing each entry in column j by its associated column sum (i.e.  ai , j ; Table 2) such that the
i =1

entries of D are non-negative and each column sums to 1 (i.e. a stochastic vector). For
unobserved data, (i.e. data whose true behaviors are unknown), we expose the new data to the
previously trained SOM and obtain assignments of data to cells within the trained SOM (Fig. 5;
Chapter II, Section 3 & 4). Assuming the training data is representative of the unobserved data,
we can use D from the training data to approximate the unknown D+.
In summary, provided a temporally explicit dataset of known behaviors and a time series
of accelerometer (and magnetometer) signals, our workflow is (Fig. 6):
(1) Divide each channel into observations of equal intervals (e.g., 1 s).
(2) Smooth observations to reduce noise.
(3) Conduct FPCA on subsamples of smoothed observations to reduce data complexity.
(4) Fit a SOM to aggregate observations into cells.
(5) Determine the appropriate number of clusters using iterative k-means clustering.
(6) Identify the cluster associated with each data observation.
10

(7) Calculate final behavioral probability matrix D.
The resulting matrix D represents the probability that a signal is associated with each behavior
given that it was assigned to a specific cluster.
Application to Field Data: Wild Pigs
Accelerometer data was collected from wild pigs in a 3-acre semi-natural enclosure
constructed at Mississippi State University’s (MSU) South Farm in Starkville, MS (33.420747, 88.782048). The enclosure was equipped with 6 motion-activated infrared cameras (HogEye,
Wildlife Dominion LLC) synced to the internet to maintain accurate time. Eight wild pigs (4
male and 4 female, <90 kg) were captured using corral traps with remote-controlled gates in
Oktibbeha County, MS. Pigs were immobilized with Telazol-Ketamine-Xylazine (TKX), tagged
and fitted with an Iridium GPS or dummy collar (Survey Lite series, VECTRONIC Aerospace
GmbH) and a Daily Diary accelerometer/magnetometer (WildBytes Inc.; hereafter, Diary), and
translocated to the enclosure for observation. Individual pigs were identified by uniquely
patterned collars and ear tags. Diary accelerometers sampled at 40 Hz, magnetometers sampled
at 13 Hz and devices were calibrated and synched to the atomic clock (https://time/UTC) prior to
deployment. One collar failed, resulting in a total of 7 individuals (3 male and 4 female) for data
collection.
Individual pigs were identified from videos and the observation time, duration, and
behavior exhibited were recorded. Behaviors were classified into 5 broad categories in order of
importance: 1) consumption (rooting, feeding), 2) resting (sitting down, laying down, nesting, or
wallowing), 3) environmental interaction (i.e. sniffing, and scanning for predators), 4)
locomotion (walking, running, jumping), and 5) social interaction (fighting, rubbing, mating, and
nursing). We used these ranks to ensure we detected behaviors of interest even if they commonly
11

occurred with other behaviors that may mask them. For example, if a behavior was a
combination of consumption and locomotion (e.g., head down and consuming food continuously
while walking), the bout would be classified as consumption. A behavior’s duration was required
to be at least 3 seconds to be classified, and each observation was “trimmed” 1 second on each
side (i.e. the first and last seconds were removed) to ensure a clean Diary signal for that
observation, resulting in a 1 second minimum for all observations. If a single behavior lasted >2
s and was interrupted by a brief bout of a different behavior (<2 s), whereafter the original
behavior was resumed, the whole bout was classified as the first behavior. For example, if a pig
was walking (locomotion) for 5 seconds, froze and scanned for predators (environmental
interaction) for 1 second, then resumed walking for another 5 seconds, the entire 11-second bout
was classified as locomotion. Behaviors were paired with the Diary data by using the video
timestamp and the Diary’s internal clock. Data cleaning and pairing were performed in Daily
Diary Multi Trace v. 25/Feb/2018 (WildBytes, Inc.) and Program R v. 3.3.1 (R Development
Core Team, 2016).
Each second of Diary data (7 data channels at ~40 Hz/channel) was smoothed using λ = 1
(a cubic polynomial spline) and 50 subsamples were obtained from each smoothed curve (i.e., 7
channels × 50 subsamples per channel = 350 subsamples per second). We performed FPCA on
each channel and selected the first 3 principal component vectors (which explained 95-99% of
the variation in each channel) for further analysis. Each observation in the SOM represented 1
second of Diary data with 21 features (7 channels × 3 principal components per channel). The
SOM was parameterized with rinit = 3, C = 30, and Nepoch = 200. We performed k-means
clustering using k = 3, 4, …, 25 (Nrep = 3000), and determined the optimal value of k using the
best average silhouette sl . The resulting clusters were assigned to each Diary observation, and
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the observed behaviors were tallied for each cluster to construct matrix A and vectors B and C.
Data analyses were conducted using the Curve Fitting (data smoothing), Statistics and Machine
Learning (FPCA), and Neural Network (SOM) Toolboxes in MATLAB 2017a (MathWorks;
Chapter II, sections 1, 2 & 3).
Model Validation
Validation was conducted using a resampling exercise whereby the known behavior
dataset was randomly partitioned into test and training subsets. Each test subset contained ntest =
100 random observations from the full behavior dataset, and the remaining training data were
used to create the validation SOM (vSOM). The kbest as determined by the gSOM was used for
number of clusters to maintain consistency in the number of clusters across the iterations. After
clustering, matrix Dtrain was constructed as described above. The test data was then exposed to
the vSOM to obtain cluster assignments and the known behaviors were used to construct matrix
Dtest. If our classification approach is effective, then on average, Dtrain and Dtest should be similar
(i.e., the SOM accurately classifies new hold-out data). To evaluate this, we calculated the L1norm (L1) as a measure of matrix similarity (Paolini et al., 2018). Given n observed behaviors
(i.e. the number of rows in D) and k clusters (i.e. the number of columns in D), L1 is

 i =1
train
L1 = max   ditest
,k − di ,k
 n


.


(Eq. 3)

This process was repeated M = 100 times to create a distribution of L1. Because the theoretical
interval of L1 is [0,n], we standardized L1 by n such that 0 represents perfect similarity and 1
perfect dissimiliarity between test and training datasets. If our test data are representative of the
training data (a reasonable assumption as the test and training data are subsets of the whole
13

dataset), and if our SOM framework accurately predicts the probability of observing a behaviorby-cluster combination in new data, then we would expect L1 close to 0 (Chapter II, section 4).
Results
We recorded 8,418 videos of 7 captive wild pigs, resulting in 75,601 seconds of observed
behavior from 5 behavioral categories. As proportions of the entire dataset, Environmental
Interaction (37.62%) and Locomotion (25.90%) were the most commonly observed behaviors,
followed by Consumption (17.76%), Resting (11.52%) and Social Interaction (7.21%). The
average silhouette for the general SOM was maximized at k = 9 (average sl = 0.4843 ).
Overall, the clusters represented diverse behaviors with a high proportion of clusters that
predicted combinations rather than a single behavior. Only 4/9 total clusters exhibited a >50%
probability for a single behavior (2 environmental interaction, 1 locomotion, 1 consumption)
(Table 2). The remaining clusters had a dominant behavior that was larger than the other
behaviors but <50 of the total probability of the cluster (3 environmental interaction, 1
locomotion, 1 resting). Environmental interaction was most prevalent behavior in our data and
was either the most or the second most probable in all clusters. This may indicate that our
classification system struggled to distinguish environmental interaction from the other behaviors
perhaps because the individual behaviors that compose environmental interaction (sniffing,
scanning) may not have distinctive signals. Further, pigs frequently interrupted one behavior
with brief bouts of other behaviors that may have introduced variation in our classification
system or produced blended signals making it difficult to separate the behaviors into discrete
categories. Locomotion was the second most prevalent behavior with the majority probability in
clusters 2 and 8 and was second most probable in 3 clusters. Many non-locomotive behaviors
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were frequently accompanied by meandering (slow tortuous movement) which may share similar
signal characteristics to walking (locomotion) or were punctuated by bouts of walking which
may mask the other behavior’s signals completely. However, Cluster 2 was over 70%
locomotion but only had a 0.07% probability of being observed (Table 1). This suggests that it
represented a less common locomotion (e.g. galloping, hopping) that was less likely to be
observed overall but was very distinctive and did not co-occur with other behaviors.
Consumption composed 60% of cluster 3 and resting behavior was the most prevalent in cluster
9 at 38%. As resting was defined to include wallowing and nest building behaviors as well, it
makes sense that resting may be less aggregate than some of the other behaviors. Although social
interaction did not dominate any cluster, it was the second most likely behavior at 25% in cluster
1.
The maximum dissimiliarity in the clusters between the training and test data was L1 =
0.26. This may be interpreted as 74% similarity between test and training probability matrices,
indicating that the classification system accurately predicted new data even though our hold-out
data was 1/1000th the size of the training data. This is good evidence to conclude that the trained
SOM, on average, accurately predicted new data and that our trained SOM on average validated
well. Thus, the matrix D obtained from the training data can be used to approximate the
probabilistic behavioral profiles (matrix D+) from unobserved test data.
Discussion
Behavior is an important but often overlooked tool in interpreting animal distributions
(Roever et al., 2014; Abrahms et al., 2017), and a variety of approaches have been used to link
animal behavior to datasets of acceleration (Wilson et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2013). Here, we
presented a new framework for processing, clustering, and ultimately interpreting animal
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behavior from accelerometer signals. We applied unsupervised machine learning techniques
(Sakamoto et al., 2009; Chimienti et al., 2016), which are difficult to interpret biologically, to
post hoc identification of signal behaviors. Our framework produces a behavioral classification
system that identifies the probability of observing a behavior given a known acceleration signal
(Table 2). Most current approaches assign a behavior a specific signal type, but our results
indicate this may be inappropriate because distinct behaviors often exhibited very similar data
signals, and clusters were more likely to reflect multiple rather than single behaviors. Our
approach explicitly acknowledges that behaviors may (and often should) be difficult to
discriminate (e.g. Nathan et al., 2012; Wang & Xu, 2015) and accommodates this
probabilistically.
Quantifying the variation in animal behaviors across landscapes is crucial for our
understanding of animal movement (Johnson, 1980; Van Horne, 1982; Nathan et al., 2008;
Matthiopoulos et al., 2015). Animals may use a single landscape for multiple purposes,
complicating the ability of researchers to predict a single behavior from landscape features
(Street et al., 2016). Here we found that clusters were more likely to reflect combinations of
behaviors with similar data signals which allows for the empirical calculation of multiple
behavioral probabilities for any landscape. This also suggests that it is feasible to estimate the
relative probability that an animal will engage in a behavior provided an environmental context.
Conceptually similar to an RSF, one could estimate the probability of observing the behavior
given a suite of covariates (Boyce & McDonald, 1999). The model could be fit using beta
regression for individual behaviors or, alternatively, multinomial regression for the clusters
themselves whereby the expected behavioral probabililty would be the sum of the behavioral
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probability vectors weighted by the expected cluster probabilities. In either case, the result would
be a model predicting the relative probability of observing a given behavior in space and time.
Pairing probabilistic models of animal behavior with simple models of space use (e.g.
RSFs; Boyce & McDonald, 1999) would enable two-stage modeling efforts combining the
probability of occurence with the probability of observing different behaviors in that location.
When projected spatially, this layer should reflect the relative probability of a known behavior
given the space use of the animal. We term this distribution the behavior kernel, as it represents a
probabilistic spatial distribution akin to a utilization kernel but for animal behavior (Worton,
1989). These models, enabled by the probabilistic framework presented here, could offer
tremendous opportunities for new insight. The Ideal Free Distribution (IFD) posits the
equilibrium distribution of a population will be achieved when all individuals have equal fitness
relative to local density and environmental quality (Fretwell & Lucas, 1969). If animal fitness
may be thought of as an energy budget whereby animals must balance energetic costs with inputs
(Brown et al., 2004), then we should expect that animal fitness will be highest in areas where
energy intake can exceed expenditure. These areas of high relative fitness potential should be
identifiable following the two-stage model described above. Thus, we expect that the behavior
kernel will strongly correlate with the IFD and will provide a mechanistic link between the
behaviors of individuals and the distributions of populations, a long-standing goal of predictive
ecology (Mattiopoulos et al., 2015).
One concern with predicting behavior from new data is that the model (here, the trained
SOM) may not accurately represent the behavioral probabilities of new data (Yates et al., 2018).
Our resampling exercise showed that data withheld from the SOM (i.e., test data) were
accurately clustered by the training SOM. While there was lower discrimination for single
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behaviors (i.e. high probabilities for combinations of behaviors), overall the model was wellcalibrated and accurately predicted the hold-out data (L1 = 0.24).
Our approach acknowledges that behaviors with similar body posture and movement
characteristics should be easily misclassified under a supervised framework. In our study, rooting
(consumption), sniffing (environmental interaction), locomotion (walking), and resting (rooting
for nest-building) may all have similar signals with head down postures accompanied by tortuous
movements. This is likely why several clusters exhibited such high probabilities for multiple
behaviors; for example, cluster 7 is composed of 30% consumption, 32.5% environmental
interaction, 14.2% locomotion, and 14.8% resting. In contrast, we can imagine that cluster 2,
which is 82% locomotion, might be dominated by a data signal that is dissimilar to many other
behaviors and relatively rare compared to the other groups. This problem is not unique to
unsupervised learning algorithms (Nathan et al., 2012), but in this framework behaviors that
have similar signals will be grouped together based on signal commonalities rather than analyst
expectations (Chimienti et al., 2016). This is a strength of our framework because these
commonalities are characterized by the model, thus we arrive at a final product that distinguishes
between behaviors probabilistically while eliminating subjectivity (Chon, 20011; Kohonen,
2013).
There was likely some error in label assignment as it was difficult to identify individual
pigs and to temporally synchronize Diary observations to videos. We accommodated this by
trimming 1 second from the start and end of observed behaviors. However, this itself may bias
our dataset toward longer behaviors. Furthermore, interrupting behaviors my have introduced
misclassification or created blended signals adding variation to the classification system.
Additionally, the behavioral proportions observed via video may not represent the true frequency
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of pig behavior in the enclosure and may differ from those of wild pigs (Burghardt et al., 2012;
Kolowski & Forrester, 2017; Beaulieu, 2016). Because captive pigs were supplied with food,
they may spend less time engaging in consumption behaviors as their wild counterparts (Grandia,
Van Dijk & Koene, 2001). However, of critical concern is the possibility that certain behaviors
may not be represented in the training data (e.g., swimming). For such cases, our system would
be incapable of identifying these behaviors. We reiterate the need for test data to be
representative of the total variation in data signals and behaviors and emphasize that validation is
critical for any remote sensing exercise (Congalton, 1991; Nathan et al., 2012).
Lastly, adding unlabeled data to the SOM may resolve some of the aforementioned
issues. While using only labeled data is convenient for analysis, there may be several benefits to
including unlabeled data. Without the unlabeled data and lacking a perfect sample of all
behaviors, the SOM may be biased towards behaviors that were more readily detectable or
overrepresented (Burghardt et al., 2012). Using unlabeled data allows unknown behaviors to be
included in the SOM as unidentified clusters and assigned probabilities, even if we cannot name
them. This could facilitate the identification of unknown behaviors or behavioral nuances that are
difficult to observe. However, using the full unlabeled data vastly increases computational
demand which may be prohibitive for many applications.
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Table 1.1

Matrix A, vector B, and vector C

Matrix A

Clusters:

Behaviors:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Vec.
C

Consumption

0.0155

1.32E-05

0.0652

0.0246

0.0210

0.0017

0.0189

0.0112

0.0196

0.1776

Interaction

0.0310

0.0001

0.0266

0.0885

0.0955

0.0250

0.0483

0.0367

0.0244

0.3762

Locomotion

0.0175

0.0005

0.0153

0.0407

0.0569

0.0159

0.0319

0.0609

0.0193

0.2590

Resting

0.0099

3.97E-05

0.0011

0.0203

0.0066

0.0070

0.0150

0.0093

0.0460

0.1152

Interaction

0.0242

1.32E-05

0.0006

0.0068

0.0086

0.0004

0.0052

0.0150

0.0114

0.0721

Vec. B

0.0981

0.0007

0.1088

0.1809

0.1886

0.0499

0.1192

0.1331

0.1206

1

Environmental

Social

The proportion of any behavior-cluster combination (matrix A), each cluster relative to the others
(vector B), and each behavior relative to the others (vector C).
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Table 1.2

Behavioral profile matrix D

Matrix D
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.1581

0.0189

0.5989

0.1359

0.1112

0.0334

0.1585

0.0841

0.1623

Interaction

0.3159

0.1698

0.2447

0.4892

0.5063

0.5016

0.4051

0.2758

0.2026

Locomotion

0.1786

0.7359

0.1405

0.2251

0.3019

0.3177

0.2672

0.4575

0.1604

Resting

0.1006

0.0566

0.0102

0.1123

0.0351

0.1388

0.1260

0.0697

0.3814

0.2468

0.0189

0.0057

0.0374

0.0455

0.0085

0.0432

0.1129

0.0934

Consumption
Environmental

Social
Interaction

The behavioral profile, matrix D, which represents the probability of observing a behavior given
that a cluster was observed and is calculated from matrix A and vector B.
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Figure 1.1

One Second Raw Data Plot

This plot represents one second worth of data across all channels (acceleration in the X-, Y-, and
Z-axes, magnetometry in the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, and VeDBA- the vectorial sum of dynamic
body acceleration).
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Figure 1.2

One second of raw and smoothed X-axis acceleration data

One second of X-axis acceleration data with raw data in red and smoothing spline and
subsamples overlaid in black.
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Figure 1.3

A sample SOM

This is a sample 4x3 quadrilateral self-organizing map (SOM) fit with 13 input neurons
(corresponding to features in the data) resulting in 12 output neurons (groups of data).
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Figure 1.4

A Self-Organizing Map (SOM) fit from all of the data

This map is a 20x20 quadrilateral SOM fit from 75,601 seconds of labeled data collected from 7
pigs.
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Figure 1.5

A k-means clustered SOM with k=9 clusters

A SOM map with the corresponding k-means clusters overlaid for the number of clusters that
maximized the silhouette (k=9 with 𝑠̅=0.4843).
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Figure 1.6

A schematic detailing the procedural steps.

A schematic that shows the procedural steps: 1) divide each channel into equal time periods (1s), 2) fit a smoothing spline and
subsample from curve, 3) conduct Functional Principle Component Analysis (FPCA) for each channel, 4) fit a Self-Organizing Map
(SOM), 5) run k-means clustering iteratively and select the k that maximizes the average silhouette and 6) determine the behavior
proportions for each cluster.
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CHAPTER II
A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM R AND MATLAB CODE FOR THE
BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK
Data Cleaning and Preparation
Diary data must first be exported from Daily Diary Mulitple Trace (DDMT) prior
to cleaning and preparation in R and MATLAB. The behavior matching function pairs
the raw data exported from DDMT with direct behavioral observations in Program R. It
also removes seconds for which there were less than 30 observations collected, removes
duplicate values, and records second-by-second information to be used in MATLAB
preallocation. The apply behavior matching function code runs the matching function for
each animal with its corresponding behaviors. It references a csv “metafile” that contains
the working directories, file names and other variables are unique for each deployment
period. Each loop of the apply behavior matching function code runs the code for a new
Daily Diary (hereafter, DD) deployment. The aggregate and prepare data for smoothing
code reformats the data again to optimize for speed so that the main data is numeric only
and each channel has its own matrix where rows are within second measurements and
columns are the sequential sub-second observations. Next, the smoothing and
subsampling from line code smooths each second of data for each channel, using the
default lambda=1 smoothing parameter, fits a smoothingspline, and subsamples 50
evenly-spaced increments from the smoothed line. The final data preparation step,
remove outliers, removes any second in which a data point has an acceleration of greater
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than 6 g’s or less than -6 g’s (greater than a high g roller coaster), a magnetometry value
is greater than 1 ga or less than -1 ga (Earth’s magnetic field is 0.65 ga), or a VeDBA
value that is less than 0 (VeDBA should not be negative). For new data, the above steps
are run but with “has_beh=0” in apply behavior matching function so that the behavior
matching function skips the behavior steps but that data are formatted and treated
consistently. However, the remove outliers code is only applied to the labeled data used
to create the general SOM and validation SOMs, not for new unlabeled data.
Behavior Matching Function (RCODE)
Pre-code data formatting
The following sections of code take Daily Diary (DD) data from their raw
exported format from Daily Diary Multiple Trace (DDMT) and prepares them for the
analysis steps in MATLAB. The code starts with the text file output where the variables:
“Accel X/Y/Z”, “Mag X/Y/Z”, “Date (DD:MM:YYYY)”, “Time (HH:MM:SS)”,
“Decimal seconds”, and “VeDBA” are exported from the DDMT program. This assumes
that the Daily Diary date and time (in UTC) was set in DDMT, that the magnetic offsets
(magnetic calibration), and ellipsoid correction (calculated in the program) were applied
to the data, and device rotations (if required) were all performed in the DDMT program
prior to export.
The following code references external csv files that contain the direct behavioral
observations to be paired with the DD information and the metadata (directories, file
names, and associated attributes for each DD deployment). The metadata file for my data
included: file_base (directory where all accelerometer data was held), folder_name
(unique animal folder), pigID (unique animal ID), n_datastart (the split which contains
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the date-time after which the DD was on the animal), n_dataend (the split which contains
the date-time after which the DD was no longer on the animal), n_split (the total number
of splits (text files) exported from DDMT), datetimeonpig (the exact date time after
which the DD was on the animal in YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS format), datetimeoffpig
(the exact date time after which the DD was no longer on the animal in YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS format), the pID (the numeric-only ID of the animal), textfilebase (the static
part of your text file name ex. if your file was 1A_Rotated_split.txt the “_Rotated_”),
hasbeh (a binary 0 or 1 value if the DD data has observed behavior), beh_date (the name
of the behavior file, only needed if hasbeh=1), ext (the extension of the behavior file
usually “.csv”, only needed if hasbeh=1). The following code also assumes that each
animal has its own csv of behavioral observations which contains the Pig ID (animal ID),
Date (date of the observation in m/d/YYYY), StartTime & EndTime (the start and end
time of the observation in military time to the second and in UTC), Sec (the duration of
the behavior), and three levels of behavioral identification, Behavior_Category (11
groups of behaviors), Behavior_Specific (39 groups of behaviors) & Categories (5 groups
of behaviors). In my data, the observations were “trimmed” meaning that one second was
added to the start time of the behavioral observation and removed from the end of the
behavioral observation to account for human reaction time and synchronization of camera
and the DD data, which results in 2 seconds of removed data from the overall duration of
the behavior bout.
Behavior Matching Function Description
This code imports the raw text files outputted from DDMT, reformats and cleans
the data and records metrics needed for MATLAB preallocation. It first imports the
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behavioral and the split information and merges the behavioral observations with the raw
data. Data is cleaned by removing the trailing zeros that occur at the end of each split,
removing duplicate date-times and duplicate decimal second combinations, and removing
seconds that have fewer than 30 observations per second (DD recorded at <30 Hz for that
second). The reformatted and cleaned data is exported in multiple csvs (the same number
as the splits). Individual second-by-second information is recorded in a “_secobs.csv”
that contains start_obs (the starting observation index for that second), end_obs (the
ending observation index for that second), obs_per_sec (the number of observations
collected for that second), DT_start (the date-time in numeric of the start of the second)
and the DT_end (the date-time in numeric of the end of the second) where DT_start and
DT_end should be the same, and the sum of the obs_per_sec column should equal the
final number in end_obs column. Individual csv information is recorded in a
“_csvrows.csv” file which contains the csv (csv number), nrows_per_csv (the number of
observations per csv), nrows_cumm (the number of observations cummulative),
seconds_per_csv (the number of seconds represented in that csv), nsec_cumm (the
number of seconds cumulative), dt_start (the date-time of the starting observation in the
csv), dt_end (the date-time of the ending observation in the csv), sec_start (the starting
second ID for that csv), and sec_end (the ending second ID for that csv).
Behavior Matching Function RCODE
#######################################################################
#reads line where errors occur, easier for debugging
options(show.error.locations = TRUE)
behmatchfcn=function(filebase, foldername, pigID, n_datastart,
n_dataend, datetimeonpig, datetimeoffpig, pID, hasbeh, beh_date,
beh_ext){
#######################################################################
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#set up static file names and directories
#######################################################################
#set libraries
library(lubridate)
library(plyr)
#Working Directory for all accelerometer data
wd_part1="D:/Accelerometer Data/"
#Working Directory where behavior csvs are located
wd_beh="Behavioral Idents (EDIT)/"
#Working Directory where splits are located
file_split=" Rotated Splits"
#working directory where csvs are located
file_csvs=" Rotated CSVs"
#names of "behavior keys", one column behavior #, one column
behavior
moregeneral_key="Categories and Numbers.csv"
general_key="General Behaviors and Numbers.csv"
specific_key="Specific Behaviors and Numbers.csv"
#name of CSV base where behavior is kept
file_behavior_static=" Behavioral ID of "
#create file name where behavior is kept
file_behavior=paste(beh_date, file_behavior_static, pigID,
beh_ext, sep="")
#######################################################################
#Create working directories
#######################################################################
#working directory where the splits to import are located
setwd_imp<-paste(filebase, "Accel #", pID, "/", pigID,
file_split, sep="")
#working directory where you want your exported csvs (final
product) to be
setwd_exp<-paste(filebase, "Accel #", pID, "/", pigID, file_csvs,
sep="")
#working directory for where csvs of behavior data are located
setwd_beh<-paste(wd_part1, wd_beh, pigID, sep="")
#working directory where behavior keys are located
setwd_keys<-paste(wd_part1, wd_beh, sep="")
#######################################################################
#If has data has observed behavior, convert behavior to numeric
#######################################################################
#only run if data has observed behavior
if(hasbeh==1){
#Set behavior directory
setwd(setwd_beh)
#Import behavior file
beh<-read.csv(file_behavior, header=TRUE)
#######################################################################
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#Behavior Keys Directory
#######################################################################
setwd(setwd_keys)
#Import keys that decode behavior numbers to name of behavior
gbeh_key<-read.csv(general_key, header=TRUE) #general behavior
sbeh_key<-read.csv(specific_key, header=TRUE) #specific behavior
mbeh_key<-read.csv(moregeneral_key, header=TRUE) #overall
category
#######################################################################
#Create date-time object for behaviors
#######################################################################
#Create date-time object compatible with accelerometer date-time
object
beh$Date<-strptime(beh$Date, format="%m/%d/%Y", tz="GMT")
beh$DT<-paste(beh$Date, beh$StartTime, sep="")
beh$DT<-strptime(beh$DT, format="%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S", tz="GMT")
beh$DT<-as.POSIXct(beh$DT, origin="1970-01-01", tz="GMT")
#######################################################################
#Replicate behavior entry for each second of duration so that each row
corresponds to a second of behavior
#######################################################################
beh$Sec<-as.numeric(beh$Sec)
#replicate each row for duration number
beh<-beh[rep(row.names(beh), beh$Sec),]
rownames(beh)<-1:nrow(beh) #rescale numbers for rownames
#######################################################################
# Add second duration to each date-time category so that duration of 2
from DT 10/23/2016 12:00:00 is converted to 12:00:00 and 12:00:01
#######################################################################
beh$DT_new<-beh$DT #create new variable for modified date-time
#first row must be filled to compare i to observation i-1
beh$DT_new[1]<-beh$DT[1]
for (i in 2:nrow(beh)){ #for each row in behavior
#if previous observation (i-1)’s DT has same DT as next
observation (i) assign DT_new DT plus 1 second, if not, assign
DT_new same as DT
beh$DT_new[i]<-as.POSIXct(ifelse((beh$DT[i]==beh$DT[(i1)]),
(beh$DT_new[i-1]+1), beh$DT[i]), origin="1970-01-01",
tz="GMT")}
#######################################################################
#Reformatting
#######################################################################
#Remove unnecessary columns
beh<-beh[,c(1, 6, 7, 9)]
cnam<-colnames(beh)
#Rename so matches with keys
colnames(beh)<-c("pID", "G_Behavior", "S_Behavior", "DT")
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#Define as character
beh$G_Behavior<-as.character(beh$G_Behavior)
beh$S_Behavior<-as.character(beh$S_Behavior)
beh$M_Behavior<-as.character(beh$M_Behavior)
#Reorder
beh<-beh[,c(1,2,3,5,4)]
#Add numeric pig ID identifier
beh$pID<-pID
#######################################################################
#Check for duplicates in Date-Times and remove
#######################################################################
#Remove duplicate date-times from data
if(nrow(beh[duplicated(beh$DT),])!=0){
#identify duplicates from forward direction
dups_for<-duplicated(beh$DT)
#identify duplicates from reverse direction
dups_bac<-duplicated(beh$DT, fromLast = TRUE)
#remove both forward and backward duplicates (removes all
rows of duplicates)
beh_nodup<-beh[(dups_bac==FALSE & dups_for==FALSE),]
#if found duplicates, write over beh
if(nrow(beh)!=nrow(beh_nodup)){
beh<-beh_nodup}}}
#######################################################################
#Prepare changing/iterative variables for K-loop
#######################################################################
#index for keeping track of csv
it.csv=0
#index for keeping track of previous csv total observation #
l.prev=0
#index for keeping track of last csvs cummulative observations
prev_cum_obs=0
#index for keeping track of last csvs cummulative seconds
prev_cum_sec=0
#######################################################################
#Prepare static variables for K-loop
#######################################################################
#cut loop so is only for data that was collected on pig
num_splits=n_dataend-n_datastart+1
#extension of the splits
imp_ext=".txt"
#######################################################################
#Run functions needed in K-loop. Determines index for “repeated
lengths”. Start and end index for the start and end of the repeat.
#######################################################################
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#Accelerometers measure approximately 40 observations per second
but varies, function reports the index where each new second
starts ex(1, 41, 80...)
first.changes <- function(d) {
p <- cumsum(rle(d)$lengths) + 1
p <- p[-length(p)]
p <- c(1, p)}
#function reports the index where each second ends ex(40, 79, 119
...)
last.changes<-function(d) {
p<-cumsum(rle(d)$lengths)}
#######################################################################
#K-loop, Import Splits from file, match with behavior, reformat, record
attributes, divy up to CSVs and export
#######################################################################
for (k in n_datastart:n_dataend){
#print progress
print(paste("k = ", k, "/", n_dataend, sep=""))
#Import file
setwd(setwd_imp)
d<-read.table(imp_file, header=TRUE, sep="\t")
#Format to ideal
#Remove extra columns
d<-d[,1:10]
#Get current column names
nom<-names(d)
#Rename columns
nom[8]<-"Time"
nom[9]<-"Dec_sec"
colnames(d)<-nom
#Create date-time object compatible with behavior date-time
object
d$Date<-strptime(d$Date, format="%d/%m/%Y", tz="GMT")
d$Date<-format(d$Date, format="%m/%d/%Y", tz="GMT")
d$DT<-paste(d$Date, d$Time)
d$DT<-strptime(d$DT, format="%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S", tz="GMT")
#Record pID numerically
d$pID<-pID
#reorder columns and cut unnecessary columns
d<-d[,c(12, 11, 7, 8, 9, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10)]
#reorder rows so that date-times are oldest to newest first by
date-time then by decimal-seconds
d<-d[order(d$DT, d$Dec_sec),]
#######################################################################
#If statements, cuts off data collected before accelerometer attached
to pig and cuts off data collected after accelerometer was removed from
pig
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#######################################################################
#if first k, cut data where not on pig
if(k==n_datastart){d2<-d[(d$DT)>=strptime(datetimeonpig,
format="%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S", tz="GMT"),]}
#if not first of last k, skip cutting, assign d to d2
if(k!=1 & k!=n_dataend) {d2<-d}
#if last k, cut data where not on pig
if(k==n_dataend){d2<-d[(d$DT)<=strptime(datetimeoffpig,
format="%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S", tz="GMT"),]}
#######################################################################
#Remove ‘0’ repeats at transition to next text file
#######################################################################
#Record initial row number for error checking
nrow_start=nrow(d2)
#if last rows’ decimal-seconds is equal to previous decimalsecond, it is a repeat. Remove all seconds of repeats (.975, 0,
0, 0, 0) to (.975, 0)
if(d2$Dec_sec[nrow_start-1]==d2$Dec_sec[nrow_start])
{while(d2$Dec_sec[nrow_start-1]==d2$Dec_sec[nrow_start])
{d2<-d2[1:(nrow_start-1),]
nrow_start<-nrow(d2)}}
#removes one more row from end to eliminate the start of the
repeat from (.975, 0) to (.975)
if(d2$Dec_sec[(nrow_start)]==0)
{d2<-d2[1:(nrow_start-1),]
nrow_start<-nrow(d2)}
#Check for duplicates in accelerometer data, if duplicates above
code did not work
if(nrow(d2[duplicated(d2),])!=0){stop("Duplicates in d2")}
#######################################################################
#Add behavior to accelerometer data
#######################################################################
#define starting index
d2$Index=1:nrow(d2)
#Use later for error checking
nrow_start=nrow(d2)
#Apply only if data has behavior
if(hasbeh==1){
#join data with behavior
acc<-join(d2, beh, type="left")
#convert behaviors keys to characters
acc$G_Behavior<-as.character(acc$G_Behavior)
acc$S_Behavior<-as.character(acc$S_Behavior)
acc$M_Behavior<-as.character(acc$M_Behavior)
#Any behavior not with data assigned "unknown"
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acc$G_Behavior<-ifelse(is.na(acc$G_Behavior),
as.character("Unknown"), acc$G_Behavior)
acc$S_Behavior<-ifelse(is.na(acc$S_Behavior),
as.character("Unknown"), acc$S_Behavior)
acc$M_Behavior<-ifelse(is.na(acc$M_Behavior),
as.character("Unknown"), acc$M_Behavior)
#join with keys so string behavior is converted to numeric code
acc<-join(acc, gbeh_key, type="left")
acc<-join(acc, sbeh_key, type="left")
acc<-join(acc, mbeh_key, type="left")
#reorder by date-time and decimal-seconds
acc<-acc[order(acc$DT, acc$Dec_sec),]
}
#if no behavior assign acc, d2
if(hasbeh==0){assign("acc", d2)}
#get end index
nrow_end=nrow(acc)
#Check that join didn't add rows
if(nrow_end!=nrow_start){stop("error with join")}
#Convert date-time to numeric
acc$DTRep<-as.numeric(acc$DT)
#######################################################################
#Reformatting
#######################################################################
#If has behavior, reformat and rename one way
if(hasbeh==1){
#Remove Unneeded columns
acc<-acc[ ,c(13, 1:2, 20, 3:12, 17:19)]
cnam<-colnames(acc)
colnames(acc)<-c(cnam[1:14], "Beh_gen", "Beh_spec", "Beh_mogen")}
#If no behavior, assign all zeros and rename and reformat to match
hasbeh
if(hasbeh==0){
#Add unknown behavior
acc$Beh_gen<-0
acc$Beh_spec<-0
acc$Beh_mgen<-0
#reorder columns
acc<-acc[,c(13, 1:2, 14, 3:12, 15:17)]}
#Check for any duplicate dates, remove if present
nrow_start=nrow(acc)
if(!(nrow(unique(acc[c("DT", "Dec_sec")])) == nrow_start)){
acc[duplicated(acc[, c("DT", "Dec_sec")]),]
DTRep.rm<-acc$DT[duplicated(acc[,c("DT", "Dec_sec")])][1]
nrow_start=nrow(acc)
head(acc)
acc<-acc[acc$DTRep!=DTRep.rm,]
nrow_end=nrow(acc)
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rownames(acc)<-1:nrow(acc)
#if had duplicates, check to see if duplicates removed
if(nrow_start==nrow_end){stop('Duplicates not removed')}}
#######################################################################
#Determine number of observations per second and record
#######################################################################
#backup in case next step fails, can restart with acc2
acc2<-acc
#record current index
acc$Index<-1:nrow(acc)
#Determine beginning and end of seconds
a1<-acc
#count # of rows with same date-time
rle_obs_per_sec=rle(a1$DT)
obs_per_sec=rle_obs_per_sec$lengths
#determine number of unique seconds
nsec_rle<-length(rle_obs_per_sec$lengths)
#determine number of unique observations
nobs_rle<-sum(rle_obs_per_sec$lengths)
#determine start of second
first_obs_index=first.changes(a1$DT)
#determine end of second
last_obs_index=last.changes(a1$DT)
#use to check later
nsec_changes=length(first_obs_index)
#start number of rows before cut
nobs_rowsa1=length(a1$DT)
#Check that indexing function corresponds to rle function
if(nsec_rle!=nsec_changes){stop('first_obs_index incorrect')}
#Backup in case something fails, can restart from here
a2<-a1
#######################################################################
#Remove seconds with less than 30 observations per second
#######################################################################
#Remove seconds with observations less than 30 per second
if(min(obs_per_sec)<30){
#to check later
nrow_start=nrow(a1)
#index with seconds with too few observations removed
test.index=as.numeric(rle_obs_per_sec$values[rle_obs_per_se
c$lengths<30])
for (w in 1:length(test.index)){
#remove observations according to index
a1<-a1[a1$DTRep!=test.index[w],]}
#to check later
nrow_end=nrow(a1)
#check that observations less than 30 removed
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if(nrow_start==nrow_end){stop("did not remove issue from
a1")}
#this should now update the index of changes to exclude the
removed rows
first_obs_index=first.changes(a1$DT)
last_obs_index=last.changes(a1$DT)
rle_obs_per_sec<-rle(a1$DT)}
#######################################################################
#Create empty attribute files for seconds and csvs. Will be used as
indices in MATLAB code.
#######################################################################
#save attribute info about each second in each csv, start
and end index for each second, # of obs per second, and
start and end date-time (should be same)
obs_att=data.frame(matrix(nrow=0, ncol=5))
colnames(obs_att)<-c("start_obs", "end_obs", "obs_per_sec",
"DT_start", "DT_end")
#save attribute info for each csv, csv #, # rows in each
csv, cummulative rows across csvs, # seconds in csv, #
seconds cummulative
#dt_start of csv, dt_end of csv, start and end second
(cummulative) across csvs
csv_att<-as.data.frame(matrix(ncol=9, nrow=0))
colnames(csv_att)<-c("csv", "nrows_per_csv","nrows_cumm",
"seconds_per_csv", "nsec_cumm", "dt_start", "dt_end",
"sec_start", "sec_end")
}
#######################################################################
#Second Attribute File: Each row is one second. Rows record second
number, observations per second, cumulative observations, start and end
index for each second and start and end date-time per second (should be
the same).
#######################################################################
#Observation numbers x to y
#second number (cummulative) of this csv start
x=l.prev+1
#second number (cummulative) of this csv end
y=l.prev+length(first_obs_index)
#obs for sec start
obs_att$start_obs[x:y]=first_obs_index
#obs for sec end
obs_att$end_obs[x:y]=last_obs_index
#total obs per sec
obs_att$obs_per_sec[x:y]=last_obs_index-first_obs_index+1
#date time obs start
obs_att$DT_start[x:y]=as.POSIXct(as.numeric(a1$DT[first_obs_index
]), tz="GMT", origin="1970-01-01")
#date time obs end
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obs_att$DT_end[x:y]=as.POSIXct(as.numeric(a1$DT[last_obs_index]),
tz="GMT", origin="1970-01-01")
#check that date-times start and end are same for each second
DT.df=(obs_att$DT_end[x:y]-obs_att$DT_start[x:y])
if(sum(DT.df)!=0){stop("DTs aren't same for obs in same sec")}
#######################################################################
#CSV Attribute Files: Each row is one csv. Rows record number of
seconds, cumulative number of seconds, number of observations,
cumulative number of observations, date-time of starting row in csv and
end date-time of ending row in csv.
#######################################################################
#csv iteration number
it.csv=it.csv+1
#csv_att$csv
csv_att$csv[it.csv]=it.csv
#number of observations in this csv
csv_att$nrow_per_csv[it.csv]=sum(obs_att$obs_per_sec)prev_cum_obs
#total number of rows in all the csvs thus far
csv_att$nrows_cumm[it.csv]=sum(obs_att$obs_per_sec)
#new cumulative
prev_cum_obs<-sum(obs_att$obs_per_sec)
#number of seconds in this particular CSV
csv_att$seconds_per_csv[it.csv]=nrow(obs_att)-prev_cum_sec
#cumulative seconds in all csvs to this point
csv_att$nsec_cumm[it.csv]=nrow(obs_att)
#save cumulative seconds for next iteration
prev_cum_sec=nrow(obs_att)
#start and end time for this csv
t1<-as.numeric(a1$DT[1])
t2<-as.numeric(a1$DT[nrow(a1)])
#save as seconds since ‘01-01-1970 0:00:00’ aka as.numeric
csv_att$dt_start[it.csv]=as.numeric(t1)
csv_att$dt_end[it.csv]=as.numeric(t2)
#record starting and ending second of this csv
csv_att$sec_start[it.csv]=x
csv_att$sec_end[it.csv]=y
#l.prev=length of previous, keeps track of the total number of
observations thus far (cummulative observations)
l.prev= l.prev + length(first_obs_index)
#######################################################################
#Error Checking
#######################################################################
#check that seconds are consistent between csv record and second
record
#csv number in seconds-record
secobs_cumsec=nrow(obs_att)
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#csv number in csvs-record
csv_cumsec=sum(csv_att$seconds_per_csv)
if(secobs_cumsec!=csv_cumsec){stop("number of sec not consistent
between csv and secobs metadata")}
#check that observation number is consistent between csv record
and second record
#observation number in seconds-record
secobs_cumobs=sum(obs_att$obs_per_sec)
#observation number in csvs-record
csv_cumobs=sum(csv_att$nrows_per_csv)
if(secobs_cumobs!=csv_cumobs){stop("number of obs not consistent
between csv and secobs metadata")}
#######################################################################
#Export CSVs
#######################################################################
#set export directory
setwd(setwd_exp)
#only save files of interest
a1<-a1[,c(2, 4, 7:17)]
#export files
write.csv(a1, file=paste(pigID, ".", k, ".csv", sep=""),
row.names=FALSE)
#######################################################################
#Export Attribute Files
#######################################################################
#when k loop is finished, record the csv and second attribute
files
if(k==n_dataend){
write.csv(csv_att, file=paste(pigID, "_", "csvrows", ".csv",
sep=""), row.names=FALSE)
write.csv(obs_att, file=paste(pigID, "_secobs.csv", sep=""),
row.names=FALSE)}
}

Apply Behavior Matching Function to Each Pig (RCODE)
Apply Behavior Matching Function to Each Pig Description
This code extract the unique deployment variables, file_base, folder_base, pigID,
n_datastart, n_dataend, datetimeonpig, datetimeoffpig, pID, hasbeh, beh_date, ext, from
the metafile and applies the behavior matching function in a loop where each new
iteration of the loop runs the behavior matching function for a new DD deployement.
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Apply Behavior Matching Function to Each Pig RCODE
#######################################################################
#set working directory for csv metadata
setwd("D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer Files")
#import csv file that contains unique working directory and changing
variables for each pig
pig_info<-read.csv("Accelerometer_Attributes_ThirdTimePeriod.csv",
header=TRUE)
#######################################################################
#CSV metafile setup: contains columns of file_base, folder_name, pigID,
n_datastart, n_dataend, datetimeonpig, datetimeoffpig, pID, hasbeh,
beh_date and ext
#file_base (working directory for general folder for each set of
deployments) ex("D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer
Files/First_Period/")
#folder_base (sub-directory, folder for each unique pig)
ex("20161207_20170129 pig#1A")
#pigID (unique pigID with letters and numbers)
#n_datastart (split # where data collected from pig starts (often lag
between powering on the device and deployment))
#n_dataend (split # where data no longer on pig (often lag between
removing device and powering off))
#datetimeonpig (exact date-time when accelerometer was deployed on pig)
#datetimeoffpig (the exact date-time accelerometer was removed from
pig)
#pID (numeric-only reference for pigID (for MATLAB speed))
#hasbeh (0 or 1 if observed behavior associated with time period of
deployment 1=yes, 0=no)
#beh_date (name of prefix of behavior file “20161207 Behavioral
Observations of”)
#ext (name of suffix of behavior file “_part1.csv”)
#######################################################################
pig_info
#######################################################################
#Q Loop: loop changes variables according to pig_info metadata- each
row corresponds to a new accelerometer deployment (q) with unique
variables, foldername, pigID…then apply behmatchfcn
#######################################################################
#set q for pig of interest
for (q in 1:nrow(pig_info)){
pigID=as.character(pig_info$pigID[q])
#print pigID to see progress
print(pigID)
#apply behavior matching function
behmatchfcn(filebase=pig_info$file_base[q],
foldername=pig_info$folder_name[q],
pigID=as.character(pig_info$pigID[q]),
n_datastart=pig_info$n_datastart[q],
n_dataend=pig_info$n_dataend[q],
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datetimeonpig=as.character(pig_info$datetimeonpig[q]),
datetimeoffpig=as.character(pig_info$datetimeoffpig[q]),
pID=pig_info$pID[q], hasbeh=pig_info$hasbeh[q],
beh_date=pig_info$beh_date[q], beh_ext=pig_info$ext[q])}

Aggregate and Prepare Data for Smoothing (MATLAB)
Aggregate and Prepare Data for Smoothing Description
After behavioral labels are added to the Daily Diary data, the data are exported as
a series of csvs with two supplemental files (“8H_secobs.csv” and “8H_csvrows.csv”)
which contains summary information for each csv and for each deployment second which
are referenced in MATLAB to preallocate, reformat, and index the seconds in each csv.
The aggregate and prepare data steps in MATLAB import each of the CSV files and
splits each csv into matrices where each matrix represents a channel of data (AXraw = Xaxis acceleration, AYraw = Y-axis acceleration, AZraw = Z-axis acceleration, MXraw =
X-axis magnetometry, MYraw = Y-axis magnetometry, MZraw = Z-axis magnetometry,
and Vraw = VeDBA), the rows represent sequential seconds of data, and the columns are
the observations/within-second measurements in order for that channel (ex. AXraw
contains X-axis acceleration data where row 1 represents the 1st second collected, column
1 represents the 1st observation collected for that second, and column 40 represents the
last observation collected for that second). As not all seconds have exactly 40
observations, the matrices are preallocated with NAs which are omitted for smoothing.
Seconds with less than 30 observations per second, were omitted as part of data cleaning
in the Behavior Matching Function in R. This is repeated for each channel so that there
are seven matrices each with nsecond rows and a variable number of columns according
to the number of observations in that particular second.
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Aggregate and Prepare Data for Smoothing MATLAB Code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%import metafile, numerics saved to num1, characters to char1 and both
for reference to raw1
[num1, char1, raw1] = xlsread("D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer
Files/Accelerometer_Attributes_All.csv");
%get dimensions of variable num1 (nrows=number of discrete sampling
periods) size_num= size(num1);
%select number of rows
nrows = size_num(1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Q-loop: set variables for each new deployment
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%for each sampling period, import data, reformat and export
for q=1:nrows
%the character variable reads headers as first row, each row of
data is actual q+1 versus q for numerical variables
x=1+q;
%extract pigID
pigID=char1(x,3);
%define base of files to import
filename=' Rotated CSVs\';
%define working directory for files;;;lkj
filebase = char1(x,1);
%define subfolder with specific pig data
foldername = char1(x,2);
%split number where data starts being collected from pig
ndatastart = num1(q,1);
%split number where data stops being collected from pig
ndataend = num1(q,2);
%define main working folder for import and export
MainFolderAddress = strcat(filebase, foldername, '\', pigID,
filename);
%import file with characteristics of each csv file
csv_metafile = char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, pigID,
'_csvrows.csv'));
%import file with characteristics of each second of data
second_metafile = char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, pigID,
'_secobs.csv'));
%define row1 as data (row0 as headers) define c0 as data
R=1;
C=0;
%import csv metadata
CSV_metadata = csvread(csv_metafile, R, C);
%determine number of csvs
ncsvs=max(CSV_metadata(:,1));
%import second metadata
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Second_metadata = csvread(second_metafile, R, C);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Error checking
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%check if observations and second numbers from csv and second files
%match
tot_obs1 = sum(CSV_metadata(:, 2));
tot_obs2 = sum(Second_metadata(:, 3));
tot_sec1 = sum(CSV_metadata(:, 4));
tot_sec2 = max(size(Second_metadata));
%check for errors
if(tot_sec1~=tot_sec2)
error('R indexing error')
end
if(tot_obs1~=tot_obs2)
error('R indexing error')
end
%define nrows for matrix preallocation
nseconds=tot_sec1;
%starting csv number for export
CSVnumber = 1;
%max expected number of seconds
Checktill= 45;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Preallocation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%preallocate variables for speed
Vraw=NaN(nseconds, 41);
AXraw=NaN(nseconds, 41);
AYraw=NaN(nseconds, 41);
AZraw=NaN(nseconds, 41);
MXraw=NaN(nseconds, 41);
MYraw=NaN(nseconds, 41);
MZraw=NaN(nseconds, 41);
%set indexes to zero
second_num=0;
obs_row_st=0;
obs_row_end=0;
%preallocate data points attributes file
Dpts_attributes = NaN(nseconds, 6);
%keep column names in separate file, keeps Dpts_attributes all
numeric so
faster but allows you to keep track of column names
Dpts_attributes_colnames = ['PigID', 'Index', 'General_Behavior',
'Specific_Behavior', 'Category', 'Date_Time'];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%I-loop: Import csvs
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%for each csv
for i=ndatastart:ndataend
%define csv address
Address = char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, pigID, '.', int2str(i),
'.csv'));
%import csvs as array
Dpts_observations = table2array(readtable(Address, 'TreatAsEmpty',
{'.','NA'}));
%csv number in csv_metadata refers to position in series not split
#
%adjust so y starts at 1
y = i - ndatastart + 1;
%extract index of start of second
second_num_start = CSV_metadata(y, 8);
%extract index of end of second
second_num_end = CSV_metadata(y, 9);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
J-Loop divvy csv channels to channel variables, convert rows from 1 row
for each observation (~40 per second) to 1 row per second with each
column = observations per second (~40 columns)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%for each second
for j=(second_num_start:second_num_end)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Save behavior attributes to new variable/file
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Pig ID
Dpts_attributes(j, 1) = Dpts_observations(Second_metadata(j,1),
1);
% Second number
Dpts_attributes(j, 2) = j;
% General behavior
Dpts_attributes(j, 3) = Dpts_observations(Second_metadata(j,1),
11);
% Specific behavior
Dpts_attributes(j, 4) = Dpts_observations(Second_metadata(j,1),
12);
% Category behavior
Dpts_attributes(j, 5) = Dpts_observations(Second_metadata(j,1),
13);
% Dpts, date time column number 2
Dpts_attributes(j, 6) = Dpts_observations(Second_metadata(j,1),
2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Save data for each channel in new variable
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% i is equal to second number
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% Second_metadata(i,1); is start obs number; Second_metadata(i,
2),
% end_obs number, then column of dpts_observations where data is
% Dpts column 10 VeDBA
Vraw(j, 1:Second_metadata(j,3)) =
Dpts_observations((Second_metadata(j,1):Second_metadata(j,2)), 10);
AXraw(j, 1:Second_metadata(j,3)) =
Dpts_observations((Second_metadata(j,1):Second_metadata(j,2)), 4);
AYraw(j, 1:Second_metadata(j,3)) =
Dpts_observations((Second_metadata(j,1):Second_metadata(j,2)), 5);
AZraw(j, 1:Second_metadata(j,3)) =
Dpts_observations((Second_metadata(j,1):Second_metadata(j,2)), 6);
MXraw(j, 1:Second_metadata(j,3)) =
Dpts_observations((Second_metadata(j,1):Second_metadata(j,2)), 7);
MYraw(j, 1:Second_metadata(j,3)) =
Dpts_observations((Second_metadata(j,1):Second_metadata(j,2)), 8);
MZraw(j, 1:Second_metadata(j,3)) =
Dpts_observations((Second_metadata(j,1):Second_metadata(j,2)), 9);
end
%display progress
disp(strcat("The data for file ", pigID, " ", int2str(i), "/",
int2str(ndataend), " is processed."));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Error checking
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%test that values make sense
size_test=size(Vraw);
size_rows=size_test(1);
size_columns=size_test(2);
if(size_rows~=(nseconds))
error('Error. Rows exceed number of seconds')
end
%check that behavior was added if there is behavior
if (hasbeh~=0)
if(sum(Dpts_attributes(:,3))==0)
error('No behavior added.')
end
if(sum(Dpts_attributes(:,4))==0)
error('No behavior added.')
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Save variables at .mat files to be reloaded into MATLAB
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%save raw files
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\VeDBAraw.mat')),'Vraw');
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\AccXraw.mat')),'AXraw');
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save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\AccYraw.mat')),'AYraw');
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\AccZraw.mat')),'AZraw');
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\MagXraw.mat')),'MXraw');
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\MagYraw.mat')),'MYraw');
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\MagZraw.mat')),'MZraw');
%save attributes to be used later as indexes
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\Attributes.mat')),'Dp
ts_attributes');
end

Smoothing and Subsampling from Line (MATLAB)
Smoothing and Subsampling from Line Description
Raw data channels were stored to “.mat” files at the end of the Aggregate and
Prepare Data for Smoothing code. These are imported for the smoothing step. Each
channel is smoothed second-by-second with a default lamda of 1 using a smoothingspline
(Curve Fitting Toolbox). Subsamples are taken at 50 equal intervals along the line so that
each second of each channel of data has 50 smoothed sequential observations. These are
then saved into AXsmooth, AYsmooth, AZsmooth, MXsmooth, MYsmooth, MZsmooth
and Vsmooth variables exported as “.mat” files AccXsm, AccYsm, AccZsm, MagXsm,
MagYsm, MagZsm and VeDBAsm.
Smoothing and Subsampling from Line MATLAB code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%import metafile, numerics saved to num1, characters to char1 and both
for reference to raw1
[num1, char1, raw1] = xlsread(strcat("D:/Accelerometer
Data/Accelerometer Files/Accelerometer_Attributes_All.csv"));
%select number of rows
nrows= min(size(num1));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Q-loop: set directories and unique variables for each new deployment
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%set x, the row to read from attributes file
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%q is the row number to grab the variables from
for q=1:nrows
%the character variable reads headers as first row, each row of
data is actually +1
x=1+q;
%extract pigID
pigID=char1(x,3);
%define base of files to import
filename=' Rotated CSVs\';
%define working directory for files
filebase = char1(x,1);
foldername = char1(x,2);
%define main working folder for import and export
MainFolderAddress = strcat(filebase, foldername, '\', pigID,
filename);
%import file with characteristics of each csv file
csv_metafile = char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, pigID,
'_csvrows.csv'));
%import file with characteristics of each second of data
second_metafile = char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, pigID,
'_secobs.csv'));
%define row0 as headers, row1 as data, define col0 as data
R=1;
C=0;
%import csv metadata
CSV_metadata = csvread(csv_metafile, R, C);
%determine number of seconds
nseconds=sum(CSV_metadata(:,4));
%import second metadata
Second_metadata = csvread(second_metafile, R, C);
%determine number observations per second
nobs_sec=Second_metadata(:,3);
%define unchanging variables
%# of points to subsample from line
increments=50;
seconds=1;
%create fraction of a second
inc=seconds/(increments-1);
ft = fittype('smoothingspline');
%preallocate space
mesh_data_x = 0:inc:seconds;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Channel Smoothing: smooth one channel at a time to conserve memory
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%VeDBA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%load file
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,
'ProcessedData\VeDBAraw.mat')));
%preallocate
Vsmooth=zeros(nseconds, increments);
%smooth
for i=1:nseconds
X = 0:(1/(nobs_sec(i)-1)):1;
X = X';
%VeDBA smoothing spline
Y = Vraw(i,1:nobs_sec(i))';
[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(X,Y);
[fitresult, ~] = fit(xData,yData,ft);
Vsmooth(i,:) = fitresult(mesh_data_x)';
%display progress
if (rem(i, 100000) == 0)
disp(['VeDBA Smoothingspline Round ' int2str(i) '
Processed']);
end
end
%export
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\VeDBAsm.mat')),'Vsmoo
th');
%clear to conserve memory
clear Vraw;
clear Vsmooth;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%AccX%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%load file
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'ProcessedData\AccXraw.mat')));
%preallocate
AXsmooth=zeros(nseconds, increments);
%smooth
for i=1:nseconds
X = 0:(1/(nobs_sec(i)-1)):1;
X = X';
%Acc_X smoothing spline
Y = AXraw(i, 1:nobs_sec(i))';
[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(X,Y);
[fitresult, ~] = fit(xData,yData,ft);
AXsmooth(i,:) = fitresult(mesh_data_x)';
%display progress
if (rem(i, 100000) == 0)
disp(['AccX Smoothingspline Round ' int2str(i) '
Processed']);
end
end
%export
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save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\AccXsm.mat')),'AXsmoo
th');
%clear to conserve memory
clear AXraw;
clear AXsmooth;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%AccY%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%load file
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'ProcessedData\AccYraw.mat')));
%preallocate
AYsmooth=zeros(nseconds, increments);
%smooth
for i=1:nseconds
X = 0:(1/(nobs_sec(i)-1)):1;
X = X';
%Acc_Y smoothing spline
Y = AYraw(i, 1:nobs_sec(i))';
[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(X,Y);
[fitresult, ~] = fit(xData,yData,ft);
AYsmooth(i,:) = fitresult(mesh_data_x)';
%display progress
if (rem(i, 100000) == 0)
disp(['AccY Smoothingspline Round ' int2str(i) '
Processed']);
end
end
%export
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\AccYsm.mat')),'AYsmoo
th');
%clear to conserve memory
clear AYraw;
clear AYsmooth;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%AccZ%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%load file
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'ProcessedData\AccZraw.mat')));
%preallocate
AZsmooth=zeros(nseconds, increments);
%smooth
for i=1:nseconds
X = 0:(1/(nobs_sec(i)-1)):1;
X = X';
%Acc_Z smoothing spline
Y = AZraw(i, 1:nobs_sec(i))';
[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(X,Y);
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[fitresult, ~] = fit(xData,yData,ft);
AZsmooth(i,:) = fitresult(mesh_data_x)';
%display progress
if (rem(i, 100000) == 0)
disp(['AccZ Smoothingspline Round ' int2str(i) '
Processed']);
end
end
%export
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\AccZsm.mat')),'AZsmoo
th');
%clear to conserve memory
clear AZraw;
clear AZsmooth;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%MagX%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%load file
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'ProcessedData\MagXraw.mat')));
%preallocate
MXsmooth=zeros(nseconds, increments);
%smooth
for i=1:nseconds
X = 0:(1/(nobs_sec(i)-1)):1;
X = X';
%Mag_X smoothing spline
Y = MXraw(i, 1:nobs_sec(i))';
[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(X,Y);
[fitresult, ~] = fit(xData,yData,ft);
MXsmooth(i,:) = fitresult(mesh_data_x)';
%display progress
if (rem(i, 100000) == 0)
disp(['MagX Smoothingspline Round ' int2str(i) '
Processed']);
end
end
%export
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\MagXsm.mat')),'MXsmoo
th');
%clear to conserve memory
clear MXraw;
clear MXsmooth;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%MagY%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%load file
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'ProcessedData\MagYraw.mat')));
%preallocate
MYsmooth=zeros(nseconds, increments);
%smooth
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for i=1:nseconds
X = 0:(1/(nobs_sec(i)-1)):1;
X = X';
%Mag_Y smoothing spline
Y = MYraw(i, 1:nobs_sec(i))';
[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(X,Y);
[fitresult, ~] = fit(xData,yData,ft);
MYsmooth(i,:) = fitresult(mesh_data_x)';
%display progress
if (rem(i, 100000) == 0)
disp(['MagY Smoothingspline Round ' int2str(i) '
Processed']);
end
end
%export
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\MagYsm.mat')),'MYsmoo
th');
%clear to conserve memory
clear MYraw;
clear MYsmooth;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%MagZ%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%load file
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'ProcessedData\MagZraw.mat')));
%preallocate
MZsmooth=zeros(nseconds, increments);
%smooth
for i=1:nseconds
X = 0:(1/(nobs_sec(i)-1)):1;
X = X';
%Mag_Z smoothing spline
Y = MZraw(i, 1:nobs_sec(i))';
[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(X,Y);
[fitresult, ~] = fit(xData,yData,ft);
MZsmooth(i,:) = fitresult(mesh_data_x)';
%display progress
if (rem(i, 100000) == 0)
disp(['MagZ Smoothingspline Round ' int2str(i) '
Processed']);
end
end
%export
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress,'ProcessedData\MagZsm.mat')),'MZsmoo
th');
%clear to conserve memory
clear MZraw;
clear MZsmooth;
end
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Remove Outliers (MATLAB)
Remove Outliers Description
The final data preparation step is to remove any seconds that contain outliers so
that if a second contains an outlier in one channel, that second is removed from all
channels. An outlier was defined as an acceleration measurement of greater than 6 gs or
less than -6 gs (greater than a high g roller coaster), a magnetometer measurement of
greater than 1 G or less than -1 G (Earth’s magnetic field is 0.65G), or a VeDBA
calculation that is less than 0 (VeDBA should not have negative values). The files were
exported as the “.mat” files: Acc_Xout, Acc_Yout, Acc_Zout, Mag_Xout, MagY_out,
MagZ_out and VeDBA_out. As some seconds are removed, an updated index of seconds
is maintained to keep track of the seconds that were omitted. Outliers are only removed if
processing the labeled data (used for creating the general SOM and validation SOMs),
unobserved data (data to be identified using the gSOM) should not have outliers
removed.
Remove Outliers MATLAB code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%import metafile
[num1, char1, raw1] = xlsread(strcat("D:/Accelerometer
Data/Accelerometer Files/Accelerometer_Attributes_Combined.csv"));
sz = size(num1);
%determine # of rows
nrow = sz(1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Set working directories, reference vectors and variables, prepare loop
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%create variable to hold pig metadata %char1 1st row is column names
%num1 no column names, 1st row is data
pig_info.file_base = char1((2:nrow+1),1);
pig_info.folder_name = char1((2:nrow+1),2);
pig_info.pID = num1((1:nrow),6);
pig_info.pigID(1:nrow)=char1((2:nrow+1),3);
pig_info.nsec(1:nrow) = num1((1:nrow),9);
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pig_info.nobs(1:nrow) = num1((1:nrow),10);
%create variable to hold channel variable names
channel.matnames = string(vertcat("AccXsm.mat", "AccYsm.mat",
"AccZsm.mat", "MagXsm.mat", "MagYsm.mat", "MagZsm.mat",
"VeDBAsm.mat"));
channel.files = string(vertcat("Acc_X", "Acc_Y", "Acc_Z", "Mag_X",
"Mag_Y", "Mag_Z", "VeDBA"));
channel.smooth_var = string(vertcat("AXsmooth", "AYsmooth", "AZsmooth",
"MXsmooth", "MYsmooth", "MZsmooth", "Vsmooth"));
channel = struct2table(channel);
%length of i loop
channel_num = max(size(channel.smooth_var));
%create vector for new second lengths for each new pig
nsec_vec = zeros(21,2);
nsec_vec(1:21,1)=pig_info.pID;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Q-loop: Set pig specific parameters so will cycle from one pig to the
next
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%loop where pigs vary
for q=1:nrow
%pig-specific parameters
file_base = pig_info.file_base(q);
folder_name = pig_info.folder_name(q);
pigID = pig_info.pigID(q);
pID = pig_info.pID(q);
nsec_q = pig_info.nsec(q);
nobs_q = pig_info.nobs(q);
%Create indexes for outliers removed for each channel
%by preallocating with zeros, default is omit
Index_table = zeros(nsec_q, 10);
Index_table = array2table(Index_table);
%save variable names
Index_table.Properties.VariableNames = {'Index', 'pID', 'AX', 'AY',
'AZ', 'MX', 'MY', 'MZ', 'V', 'Keep'};
Index_table.Index = (1:nsec_q)';
%assign pID for each second
Index_table.pID(1:nsec_q) = pID;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%J-loop: For each channel, determine observations which are outliers
which are defined as accelerometer Readings >= 6g or <=-6g or
Magnetometer Readings >1 or <-1 or VeDBA <0. If 1 channel has outlier
for that second, delete second across channels.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%loop where channel varies
for j=1:channel_num
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%import channel
MainFolderAddress = strcat(file_base, folder_name, '\',
char(pigID), ' Rotated CSVs\ProcessedData\');
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, channel.matnames(j))),
channel.smooth_var(j));
%find if any outliers in any column for each second
X = evalin('base', channel.smooth_var(j));
%clear(char(channel.smooth_var(j)));
nsec_start = max(size(X));
%for acceleration channels 1, 2, 3
if(j==1 || j==2 || j==3)
NOutlier = (X>=-6 | X<=6); % 0 if outlier, 1 if not
Sums = sum(NOutlier, 2); %row sums
Sums = Sums/50; %scale sums to 1, if <1 has at least 1
outlier in that second
Sums(Sums<1)=0; %delete whole second
Index_table(1:nsec_q,(2+j))=array2table(Sums); %remove
outliers
end
%for magnetometry channels, 4, 5, 6
if (j==4 || j==5 || j==6)
%Mag Y ranges from 10 to -10, exclude >1 or <-1
(gravity=.65)
NOutlier = (X>-1 | X<1); %index 0=outlier, 1=not outlier
Sums = sum(NOutlier, 2); %sum columns in no outlier
Sums = Sums/50; %if a second contains an outlier
(outliers=0) so sum/50<1
Sums(Sums<1)=0; %delete whole second
Index_table(1:nsec_q,(2+j))=array2table(Sums); %remove
outliers
end
if(j==7)
NOutlier = (X>0); %is outlier if VeDBA is less than 0
(impossible)
Sums = sum(NOutlier, 2); %add columns
Sums = Sums/50; %if has outlier will be <1
Sums(Sums<1)=0; %remove all of second if <1
Index_table(1:nsec_q,2+j)=array2table(Sums); %remove
outliers
%if any channel has outlier remove second from all channels
Sums = sum(table2array(Index_table(1:nsec_q, 3:9)),2); %sum
columns
outlier <1

Sums = Sums/7; %divide by # of channels, if any channel has
Sums(Sums<1)=0; %remove all of second <1
Index_table(1:nsec_q,10) = array2table(Sums); %remove

outliers
nsec_end=sum(Sums); %check
end
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Apply index determined in j-loop to variables and remove outliers,
save variables
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear X; %remove temporary variable X
final_index = table2array(Index_table(1:nsec_q,10)); %create index
to
remove outliers from smoothed data
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Outlier_Index.mat')),
'Index_table');
clear Index_table; %clear to save memory
AXsmooth_out = AXsmooth(final_index==1,:); %remove outliers using
index
clear AXsmooth; %clear original variable
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Acc_Xout.mat')),
'AXsmooth_out');
%save new variable
clear AXsmooth_out; %clear to save memory
AYsmooth_out = AYsmooth(final_index==1,:); %remove outliers using
index
clear AYsmooth; %clear original variable
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Acc_Yout.mat')),
'AYsmooth_out');
clear AYsmooth_out;%clear to save memory
AZsmooth_out = AZsmooth(final_index==1,:); %remove outliers using
index
clear AZsmooth; %clear original variable
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Acc_Zout.mat')),
'AZsmooth_out');
clear AZsmooth_out;%clear to save memory
MXsmooth_out = MXsmooth(final_index==1,:); %remove outliers using
index
clear MXsmooth; %clear original variable
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Mag_Xout.mat')),
'MXsmooth_out');
clear MXsmooth_out;%clear to save memory
MYsmooth_out = MYsmooth(final_index==1,:); %remove outliers using
index
clear MYsmooth; %clear original variable
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Mag_Yout.mat')),
'MYsmooth_out');
clear MYsmooth_out;%clear to save memory
MZsmooth_out = MZsmooth(final_index==1,:); %remove outliers using
index
clear MZsmooth; %clear original variable
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Mag_Zout.mat')),
'MZsmooth_out');
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clear MZsmooth_out;%clear to save memory
Vsmooth_out = Vsmooth(final_index==1,:); %remove outliers using
index
clear Vsmooth; %clear original variable
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'VeDBAout.mat')),
'Vsmooth_out');
clear Vsmooth_out;%clear to save memory
%edit attribute file to reflect removed outliers
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Attributes.mat')));
Dpts_attributes = Dpts_attributes(final_index==1,:); %remove
outliers
using index
save(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Attributes_Out.mat')),
'Dpts_attributes');
clear Dpts_attributes; %clear to save memory
%save seconds so can use as index later
nsec_vec(q,2)=nsec_start;
nsec_vec(q,3)=nsec_end;
%display progress
disp(char(strcat(folder_name, ' finished')))
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Save adjusted second metafile
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%export address
ExportAddress = 'D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer Files/';
%save new seconds files
save(char(strcat(ExportAddress, 'NewSeconds.mat')), 'nsec_vec');

FPCA, SOM, and Clustering Analysis
After the data has been prepared, a Functional Principle Components Analysis
(FPCA) is applied to the data, the results are fit to a Self-Organizing Map (SOM), and the
map is clustered using iterative k-means clustering. The FPCA reduces the dimensionality
of the data set. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) bins the data and represents the results
on a two-dimensional surface. And iterative k-means clustering with a silhouette analysis
is used to determine the best number of clusters for the SOM. For training (labeled) data,
all data from all labeled animals must be imported, the labeled data separated from
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unlabeled data, and the FPCA analysis applied to all labeled data from all pigs. The
output of the FPCA is then randomized and used to fit the general SOM. This general
SOM is then clustered using iterative k-means clustering where the optimal k is
determined using the best average silhouette analysis for a range of k. If behavioral
profiles have already been constructed, then run the FPCA for the individual animal and
skip to the section on applying new data to the SOM.
Functional Principle Component Analysis (FPCA) (MATLAB)
FPCA Description
For training data, all animals must be imported and FPCA run on the entire
training data set at once. Thus, the following code imports all pigs for each channel,
selects only seconds for which there is an accompanying behavioral label, and aggregates
those seconds into a single channel matrix. FPCA is then performed on each channel
separately to reduce the dimensionality of the data set. The first three PCs (PC1, PC2,
PC3) were saved for each of the seven channels resulting in a matrix with 21 columns
(AccX-PC1, AccX-PC2, AccX-PC3…) with additional columns for animal ID and
behavior labels (category, general behavior and specific behavior). This matrix is then
exported as “PCAData.mat”.
FPCA MATLAB Code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Import MetaFile
[num1, char1, raw1] = xlsread(strcat("D:/Accelerometer
Data/Accelerometer Files/Accelerometer_Attributes_Combined.csv"));
%Define vectors of pig variables
filename=' Rotated CSVs/';
nrows= max(size(num1));
pig_info.pID(1:nrows, 1) = num1(:,6);
pig_info.d1(1:nrows, 1) =num1(:,7);
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pig_info.d2 = char1(2:(nrows+1),11);
pig_info.pigID = char1(2:(nrows+1),3);
pig_info = struct2table(pig_info);
%Create variable to hold channel data
channel.matnames = string(vertcat("Acc_Xout.mat", "Acc_Yout.mat",
"Acc_Zout.mat", "Mag_Xout.mat", "Mag_Yout.mat", "Mag_Zout.mat",
"VeDBAout.mat"));
channel.files = string(vertcat("Acc_X", "Acc_Y", "Acc_Z", "Mag_X",
"Mag_Y", "Mag_Z", "VeDBA"));
channel.out_var = string(vertcat("AXsmooth_out", "AYsmooth_out",
"AZsmooth_out", "MXsmooth_out", "MYsmooth_out", "MZsmooth_out",
"Vsmooth_out"));
channel = struct2table(channel);
%Length of j and i loops
channel_num = max(size(channel.out_var));
pig_num = max(size(pig_info.pigID));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Import all pig data for one channel at a time, run PCA on all pigs for
one channel
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%For each channel, run pca on all channel points and save
for j=1:channel_num
%For each individual pig
for i=1:pig_num
%Get pigID and information
pID = pig_info.pID(i);
pigID = pig_info.pigID(i);
x=1+i;
filebase = char1(x,1);
foldername = char1(x,2);
%Import smoothed file and attribute file
MainFolderAddress = strcat(filebase, foldername, '/',
char(pigID), '
Rotated CSVs/ProcessedData/');
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Attributes_out.mat')));
%Assign channel variable to X
load(char(strcat(MainFolderAddress, channel.matnames(j))),
channel.out_var(j));
X = evalin('base', channel.out_var(j));
vars = channel.out_var(j);
clear (vars{:});
%Add behavior information + pigID from attribute file
X(:,51) = Dpts_attributes(:,5); %category
X(:,52) = Dpts_attributes(:,3); %general behavior
X(:,53) = Dpts_attributes(:,4); %specific behavior
X(:,54) = pID; %pigID
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%Extract labeled data only
index_labels = X(:, 51)~=0;
labeledData = X(index_labels, :);
%Add all pigs labeled data together
if i~=1
Dpts_lab = cat(1, Dpts_lab, labeledData);
else
Dpts_lab = labeledData;
end
end
%Add behavior to PCADatapoints_lab, only for channel 1, rest is
same
%for channel one
if j == 1
%Number of seconds of combined pigs of labeled data
nsec_lab = max(size(Dpts_lab));
%preallocate
PCADatapoints_lab = zeros(nsec_lab,25);
%save behaviors
%category
PCADatapoints_lab(1:nsec_lab,22) = Dpts_lab(1:nsec_lab,
%General Behavior
PCADatapoints_lab(1:nsec_lab,23) = Dpts_lab(1:nsec_lab,
%Specific Behavior
PCADatapoints_lab(1:nsec_lab,24) = Dpts_lab(1:nsec_lab,
%pID
PCADatapoints_lab(1:nsec_lab,25) = Dpts_lab(1:nsec_lab,
end

51);
52);
53);
54);

%Run PCA on Channel j, remove behavior from X for PCA
%[coeff,score,latent,tsquared,explained] =
pca(Dpts_lab(:,1:50));
[coeff, score, latent] = pca(Dpts_lab(:,1:50));
for k=1:nsec_lab
PCADatapoints_lab(k,(1 + 3*(j-1)))= score(k,1);
PCADatapoints_lab(k,(2 + 3*(j-1)))= score(k,2);
PCADatapoints_lab(k,(3 + 3*(j-1)))= score(k,3);
end
%save result
save(char(strcat('D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer
Files/Labeled/PCALatent_', channel.files(j), '.mat')),'latent');
disp(strcat("PCA for ", channel.out_var(j), " is finished."));
end
%Save results
save(char(strcat('D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer
Files/Labeled/PCAData_lab.mat')),'PCADatapoints_lab');
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Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and Iterative K-Means Clustering (MATLAB)
SOM and iterative K-means clustering Description
The next section trains the SOM and determines the best value of k for the data
set. First, the following code imports the “PCAData.mat” from the previous section,
randomizes the order of the seconds and trains a Self-Organizing Map termed the General
SOM (gSOM). The SOM is parameterized to create a 20 x 20 SOM with quadrilateral
topology, and intial covering step of 30, and initial number of neightbors of 3. The PCA
channels are then normalized and used as input features/neurons in the SOM. The SOM
produces 400 cells in the final map where the data points within are as similar to each
other as possible and cells that are closer together on the map are more closely related.
Once the SOM is trained, iterative k-means clustering is then performed on the SOM
cells where there are 3000 replications of the k-means clustering for each value of k
which ranges from 3 to 25. Silhouette analysis is carried out on each of the 3000
replications for the 23 values of k and the k with the highest average silhouette is selected
as the best k. The arrangement for the best k that gives the best overall silhouette for that
best k, is then applied to the SOM. The draw grouped clusters function will visualize the
best k-means clustering scheme by color-coding the grouped neurons on the SOM. The
final result is 400 unique bins/cells that represents groups of data that each have a cluster
assignment based on the similarity of these bins to one another.
SOM and iterative K-means clustering MATLAB code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Set Random Number Stream
rstream = RandStream('mt19937ar','Seed',1);
RandStream.setGlobalStream(rstream);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%Set up changing variables and working directories
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%If all labeled data labtype = 1; else 0
labtype = 1; %1='lab' or 0='unlab'
labname='lab';
%Import PCAs for SOM
Folder_base = 'D:\Accelerometer Data\Accelerometer Files\';
MainFolderAddress = [Folder_base, 'Labeled\'];
PCAmat_file='PCAData_lab.mat';
load([MainFolderAddress, PCAmat_file]);
%Randomize order of rows so SOM is not biased by first rows to be
initialized
PCADatapoints =
PCADatapoints_lab(randperm(size(PCADatapoints_lab,1)),:);
DataPoints = PCADatapoints;
%Clear to save memory
clear 'PCADatapoints';
clear 'PCADatapoints_lab';
%Separate cluster data from behavior code
Cluster_Data = DataPoints(:,1:21)';
%Set Parameters for SOM
D = 20;
dimensions
= [D D];
coverSteps
= 30;
initNeighbor = 3;
%Set distance and topology
topologyFcn = 'gridtop';
distanceFcn = 'linkdist';
MainData = Cluster_Data;
%Normalize the data
for i=1:21
Container = MainData(i,:);
Container = Container - min(Container);
Container = (Container - max(Container)/2)/max(Container)*2;
MainData(i,:) = Container;
end
Cluster_Data = MainData;
clear MainData;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Train the SOM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Train SOM
net1 =
selforgmap(dimensions,coverSteps,initNeighbor,topologyFcn,distanceFcn);
net1 = train(net1,Cluster_Data);
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%Save SOM net
save([MainFolderAddress, 'Labeled_SOM_net.mat'], 'net1');
%Save data so can import SOM and Data later
save([MainFolderAddress, 'SOM_labdata.mat'], 'Cluster_Data');
%Load previous SOM into MATLAB
% load([MainFolderAddress,'Labeled_SOM_net.mat']);
%Define # of neurons for SOM plot
numNeurons = D^2;
%Plot SOM
plotsomhits(net1,Cluster_Data);
%set graphic window to max for figure saving
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize'));
%Recolor patches and faces
set(findobj(get(gca, 'Children'), 'Type', 'Text'), 'Color', 'k');
patches = findobj(get(gca, 'Children'), 'Type', 'Patch');
set(patches(1:400), 'FaceColor', [.91, .95, 1]);
edges = findobj(get(gca, 'Children'), 'Type', 'Patch');
set(edges, 'EdgeColor', [0.5 0.5 0.5]);
%Save
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress,'\SOM_', labname, '.png'))
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress,'\SOM_', labname, '.fig'))
%Extract NeuronIDs for each datapoint in Cluster_Data
y = net1(Cluster_Data);
classes = vec2ind(y);
%Save NeuronIDs to DataPoints
ncols = min(size(DataPoints));
nrows = max(size(DataPoints));
%Column (ncols+1) is neuronID
DataPoints(1:nrows, ncols+1) = classes(1:nrows);
%Preallocate with NaN so blanks are not mistaken for zero data
Neuron = NaN(numNeurons,26);
%Columns 1:26 in Neuron
Neuron_colnames = ["Index", "Count","X", "Y", "BestAveSil",
"colMean_PCA1_AX",...
"colMean_PCA2_AX", "colMean_PCA3_AX", "colMean_PCA1_AY",
"colMean_PCA2_AY", "colMean_PCA3_AY", "colMean_PCA1_AZ", ...
"colMean_PCA2_AZ", "colMean_PCA3_AZ", "colMean_PCA1_MX",
"colMean_PCA2_MX", "colMean_PCA3_MX", "colMean_PCA1_MY",...
"colMean_PCA2_MY", "colMean_PCA3_MY", "colMean_PCA1_MZ",
"colMean_PCA2_MZ", "colMean_PCA3_MZ",...
"colMean_PCA1_V", "colMean_PCA2_V", "colMean_PCA3_V"];
%Neuron(:,1) = NeuronID
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Neuron(:,1) = 1:numNeurons;
%Calculate X and Y positions of neurons on map
vec_index = 1:numNeurons;
T2 = floor(vec_index/D) +1;
T1 = vec_index-(T2*D);
for i=1:numNeurons
if(T1(i)==0)
T1(i)=D;
T2(i)=T2(i)-1;
end
end
%X position of neuron on map
Neuron(:,3)= T1-0.5;
%Y position of neuron on map
Neuron(:,4)= T2-0.5;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Extract neuronIDs for each datapoint
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%for each Neuron
for i=1:numNeurons
%Assign WStruct all DataPoint rows where NeuronID in Datapoints is
equal
%to NeuronID
WStruct = DataPoints(DataPoints(:, ncols+1)==i,:);
%Get number of observations aka count, for that neuron
[a,b] = size(WStruct);
%Get count for each neuron Neuron(i,2) = Count
Neuron(i,2) = a;
%WS Struct includes col23 [NeuronID] & col22 [behavior], use
columnMeans(:,1:21) for average PCAs for each channel
columnMeans = mean(WStruct, 1);
%Save average PCA value to Neuron, [Av_PCA1_Acc_X == 8...10
%Av_PCA1_VeDBA == 26...28]
Neuron (i, 6:26) = columnMeans(:,1:21);
end
%preallocate
X = NaN(numNeurons,23);
NeuronIDs = NaN(numNeurons,1);
for i=1:numNeurons
%Neuron(:,2)[Count]
if(Neuron(i,2)>0)
NeuronIDs(i,1) = Neuron(i,1);
RX = Neuron(i,3); %X-position on SOM
RY = Neuron(i,4); %Y-position on SOM
X(i,1:23) = [Neuron(i,6:26), RX, RY];
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to

end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Preallocate arrays, save variable names
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%These are the K number of clusters to try out, here try K=3 to K=25
PosC = 3:25;
max_PosC = max(size(PosC));
%Create Variable for overall best K
BestOverallK = min(size(PosC));
BestOverallSilhouette = -1;
BestOverallCluster = NaN(numNeurons, 1);
%Create Variable for best silhouette for each K
BestSilhouetteforK_colnames = ["K3", "K4", "K5", "K6", "K7", "K8",
"K9", "K10", "K11", "K12", "K13", "K14", "K15", "K16", "K17", "K18",
"K19", "K20", "K21", "K22", "K23", "K24", "K25"];
BestSilhouetteforK = zeros(1,max_PosC);
%Create Cluster Variable
BestClusterforK_colnames = ["K3", "K4", "K5", "K6", "K7", "K8", "K9",
"K10", "K11", "K12", "K13", "K14", "K15", "K16", "K17", "K18", "K19",
"K20", "K21", "K22", "K23", "K24", "K25"];
BestClusterforK = NaN(numNeurons, max_PosC);
%Iteration Number
it_num = 3000;
Index = 0;
%Create variables for silhouettes
ClusterSill_colnames = ["Index", "Rep", "K", "SilhouetteAv"];
ClusterSill = NaN(it_num*max_PosC, 4);
%suppress warning, preallocated with NAN so zeros not mistaken for data
warning off stats:kmeans:MissingDataRemoved
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Run iterative k-means clustering
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Calculate silhouettes for range of Ks
for j=1:max_PosC
%Define K for following iterations
K = PosC(j);
for i=1:it_num
%save IDs
idx = kmeans(X,K);
%calculate Silhouette
silh = silhouette(X,idx);
%calculate average Silhouette
SilhouetteAv = nanmean(silh);
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%Maintain index (K1-it1, K2-it1, K3-it1...K1-it2, K2-it2...)
Index = j + 23*(i-1);
%Save Silhouette averages for each K and iteration i
ClusterSill(Index, 1) = Index;
ClusterSill(Index, 2) = K;
ClusterSill(Index, 3) = i;
ClusterSill(Index, 4) = SilhouetteAv;
%Save best values across all K
if(SilhouetteAv>BestOverallSilhouette)
BestOverallK = K;
BestOverallSilhouette = SilhouetteAv;
BestOverallCluster = idx;
end
%Best for each K tested
if(SilhouetteAv>BestSilhouetteforK(1,j))
BestSilhouetteforK(1,j) = SilhouetteAv;
BestClusterforK(:,j)= idx;
end
end
%Reset index to next set of K's
Index = j;
%Display update every 1000 iterations
if (rem(Index, 1000) == 0)
disp(['Clustering ' int2str(Index) '/69000 : BestK= '
int2str(BestOverallK) ', BestSil= '
num2str(BestOverallSilhouette)])
end
end
%save all datapoints after kmeans
save([MainFolderAddress, 'GeneralSOM_', labname, 'KMeansDpts.mat']);
%Preallocate
Scores_Ave = NaN(max_PosC,1);
%WS has same colnames as ClusterSill
WS_colnames = ClusterSill_colnames;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Determine best overall K
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for j=1:max_PosC
%K values to test
K = PosC(1,j);
%Extract all rows in ClusterSill(:,2)K that are equal to a given K
WS = ClusterSill(ClusterSill(:,2)==K,:);
%Get the WS(:,4) [SilhouetteAv] for given K
Scores_Ave(j,1) = mean(WS(:,4));
end
close all;
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%Silhouette/K-means calibration plot: plot silhouette scores (y-axis)
for each K (x-axis)
plot(PosC,Scores_Ave, '-o');
title('Kmeans Calibration Plot')
xlabel('Specified K') % x-axis label
ylabel('Average Silhouette') % y-axis label
%set graphic window to max for figure saving
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize'));
%save plot
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress,'SilhouettevKplot_', labname,
'.png'))
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress,'SilhouettevKplot_', labname,
'.fig'))
%Determine best K for average silhouette visually and save variable for
later
prompt = 'What K has the best average silhouette? ';
AvgK = input(prompt);
%Run K means clustering on K with best average Silhouette
Neuron(:,5) = BestClusterforK(:, AvgK-2);
%Extract ClusterSill(:,3)[K]
WS = ClusterSill(ClusterSill(:,2)==AvgK,:);
% WS(:,4) = Silhouette average
AveSil = max(WS(:,4));
% Get all rows of ClusterSill where ClusterSill(:,4)[Silhouette Av] ==
Avesil
WS = ClusterSill(ClusterSill(:,4)==AveSil,:);
%if Neuron is empty assign silhouette of -1
for j=1:numNeurons
%Neuron.BESTAVESIL == Neuron(:,5)
if(isempty(Neuron(j,5)))
Neuron(j,5) = -1;
end
end
%Extract best average silhouette
BestAveSil = Neuron(:,5);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Draw clusters on SOM for best K
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Cluster based on K that maximizes average silhouette
DrawGroupedNeurons(D,BestAveSil, AvgK);
title(strcat('Kmeans Best Average Silhouette Cluster for K =',
num2str(AvgK)));
%set graphic window to max for figure saving
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize'));
%save figure and data
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'BestAveSilClusters_K=',
num2str(AvgK), labname, '.png'))
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saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'BestAveSilClusters_K=',
num2str(AvgK), labname, '.fig'))
csvwrite(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Neurons_', labname, '.csv'),
Neuron);
%Add neuron information (for each second/observation which neuron is it
in) to Datapoints
Datapoints_colnames = ["PCA1_AccX", "PCA2_AccX", "PCA3_AccX",
"PCA1_AccY", "PCA2_AccY", "PCA3_AccY",...
"PCA1_AccZ", "PCA2_AccZ", "PCA3_AccZ", "PCA1_MagX",
"PCA2_MagX", "PCA3_MagX", "PCA1_MagY", "PCA2_MagY",...
"PCA3_MagY", "PCA1_MagZ", "PCA2_MagZ", "PCA3_MagZ",
"PCA1_VeDBA", "PCA2_VeDBA", "PCA3_VeDBA", "Category",...
"General_Beh", "Spec_Beh", "pID", "NeuronID", "BestAveK"];
%Get cluster number for each Neuron ID and add to datapoints
[~, ii] = ismember(DataPoints(:,26), Neuron(:,1));
DataPoints = [DataPoints, Neuron(ii, 5)]; %Add cluster info
csvwrite([MainFolderAddress, 'Datapoints_neuron' labname, '.csv'],
DataPoints);
%save all of the variables
save([MainFolderAddress, 'Datapoints_neuron', labname, '.mat']);

Draw Grouped Clusters Function (MATLAB)
Draw Grouped Clusters Description
This code was written primarily by Ruhoulla Jafari-Marandi. The following takes
the output of iterative k-means clustering, and color-codes the SOM cells by cluster. As
this is function, it must be run prior to SOM and K-means clustering code and is called in
the above code.
Draw Grouped Clusters MATLAB code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function DrawGroupedNeurons(in1,in2,in3)
%Dimensions of SOM
D = in1;
%Matrix indicating which neurons are in which groups
Groups = in2;
%K number of clusters
K = in3;
figure
mat = zeros(D,D);
for i=1:D^2
%Defining neuron positions for clusters
WV = i;
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yi = floor(WV/D);
xi = WV-yi*D;
yi = yi+1;
if(xi==0)
xi = D;
yi = yi-1; %check this
end
%If there are no values in a neuron is defined as NaN
if(isempty(Groups(i)))
mat(D-yi+1,xi) = NaN;
else
mat(D-yi+1,xi) = Groups(i);
end
end
close all;
x = [1 D];
y = [1 D];
%# Create a colored plot of the matrix values
imagesc(x,y,mat);
%Limits are so that each number from 0 to K get a unique color
in the
plot, this also means NaNs get their own color as well
limits=[0 K];
caxis(limits);
%Change the colormap to gray (so higher values are black and
lower
values are white)
colormap(flipud(hot));
colorbar;
%# Create strings from the matrix values
textStrings = num2str(mat(:),'%0.2f');
%# Remove any space padding
textStrings = strtrim(cellstr(textStrings));
%# Create x and y coordinates for the strings
[x,y] = meshgrid(1:D);
%# Plot the strings
hStrings = text(x(:),y(:),textStrings(:),...
'HorizontalAlignment','center');
%# Get the middle value of the color range
midValue = mean(get(gca,'CLim'));
%# Choose white or black for the text color of the strings so
they can
be easily seen over the background color
textColors = repmat(mat(:) > midValue,1,3);
%# Change the text colors
set(hStrings,{'Color'},num2cell(textColors,2));
%# Change the axes tick marks and tick labels
set(gca,'XTick',1:7,...
'XTickLabel',{'','','','',''},...
'YTick',1:5,...
'YTickLabel',{'','','','',''},...
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'TickLength',[0 0]);
end
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Probability Profiles
Behavioral probability profiles represent the probability that a specific behavior
was observed given that a cluster was observed. The following code constructs matrix D
or behavioral probability profile using the labeled behavior and their cluster assignments.
The profiles associated with each cluster can then be used to identify the behavioral
probability profile associated with new data given that it was assigned to that cluster.
Construct Behavioral Profiles from Training Data (RCODE)
Construct Behavioral Profiles from Training Data Description
The following code constructs the behavioral profile, matrix D, given labeled data
and their cluster assingments. Matrix A, the relative proportion of observing each clusterbehavior combination, is constructed by counting the number of data points per behaviorcluster combination and dividing these counts by the total number of data points. This
results in a table where the sum of the proportions in the cells is equal to 1. The
proportion of data in each cluster relative to each other, vector B, is calculated by
summing the number of data points in each cluster and diving them by the total number
of data points. Dividing the cells of each column in matrix A (each behavioral
proportion) by their respective cluster proportion in vector B produces a behavioral
probability matrix D, the probability of observing a behavior given a cluster was
observed.
Construct Behavioral Profiles from Training Data RCODE
#import libraries
library(data.table)
#######################################################################
#import general behavior categories
#######################################################################
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#set working directory for behavior key
setwd("D:/Accelerometer Data/Behavioral Idents (EDIT)/")
#import file (decodes behavior number to associated behavior)
categories = read.csv("Categories and Numbers.csv", header=TRUE)
#######################################################################
#import diary data with neurons, behavior labels and cluster
assignments
#######################################################################
#set working directory for data points and neurons
setwd("D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer Files_Enclosure/Labeled/")
#import data points with neuron and clusters and labels
fulldataset1 = read.csv("Datapoints_neuronlab.csv", header=FALSE)
#view data
head(fulldataset1)
#reduce to only needed columns
subset1 = fulldataset1[,22:27]
#rename columns
colnames(subset1) = c("C_Number", "Gen", "Spec", "Pig", "Neuron",
"Cluster")
#######################################################################
#Convert behavior number to associated behavior
#######################################################################
#merge on categories
subset2 = merge(x=subset1, y=categories, all=T)
#remove behaviors that were sorted into NA
subset2 = subset2[!is.na(subset2$Category),]
#######################################################################
# Create Vector B (Proportion of Data in Each Cluster)
#######################################################################
#determine the number of data points (counts) in each cluster
#vecB_cat is the whole numbers
vecB_cat = tapply(subset2$Cluster, INDEX=list(subset2$Cluster),
FUN=length)
#create vector B (proportion of data in each cluster) for data
vecB = vecB_cat / sum(vecB_cat)
#check that sums to 1
sum(vecB)
#save vector B
write.csv(vecB, "VectorB.csv")
#######################################################################
# Create Matrix A (Proportion of Data in Each Cluster-Behavior
Combination)
#######################################################################
#determine the number of data points (counts) in each cluster-behavior
combination
#create matrixA which is the whole numbers
matA_count = tapply(subset2$Category, INDEX=list(subset2$Category,
subset2$Cluster), FUN=length)
#create propmatA which is the proportion of data in each behaviorcluster combination
matA=matA_count/sum(matA_count)
#check that propmatA sums to 1
sum(matA)
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#save matrix A
write.csv(matA, "MatrixA.csv")
#######################################################################
# Create Matrix D (Probabilty of a Behavior given a Cluster Assignment
#######################################################################
#preallocate
matD = matrix(nrow=5, ncol=9)
#create matrix D by dividing proportions in matA by proportions in vecB
for (i in 1:9){
matD[,i] = matA[,i]/vecB[i]
}
#view matrix D
matD
#check that each column sums to 1
colSums(matD)
#rename matrix D column names and row names
rnames = rownames(matA)
rownames(matD) = rnames
cmnames = colnames(matA)
colnames(matD) = cmnames
#write matrix D
write.csv(matD, "MatrixD.csv")
#######################################################################
# Create Vector C (Proportion of Behaviors)
#######################################################################
#create vector C
#count number of observations per behavior
vecC_cat = tapply(subset2$Category, INDEX=list(subset2$Category),
FUN=length)
#convert to proportion
vecC_cat = vecC_cat/sum(vecC_cat)
#convert to data.frame
vecC=as.data.frame(vecC_cat)
#rename columns
colnames(vecC)="Proportion"
#transpose
vecC=t(vecC)
#write vector C
write.csv(vecC, "VectorC.csv")

Validation
The validation steps involve a resampling exercise to show that data withheld
from training the SOM can be accurately predicted by an SOM trained with the
remaining data. 100 randomly selected data points (hold-out) were withheld from 100
different training validation SOMs (vSOMs). For each of the 100 iterations, the withheld
data was then exposed to its respective vSOM to obtain a cluster assignment. Then matrix
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D for the training and test data of each iteration are compared to see how well matrix D
of the training data approximates matrix D of the test data.
Leave-p-out validation SOMs (MATLAB)
Leave p-out validation SOMs Description
The labeled data is imported into MATLAB and is split into a test or withheld
data set and a training/remaining data set. 100 random samples are with-held from the
labeled data to create a test (ntest=100 samples) and training (Ntraining = Ntotal-ntest)
data set. A vSOM is fit with the training data and the best k as determined by the gSOM
is applied to all iterations of the validation code (to maintain consistency). The test data is
then exposed to the vSOM to obtain cluster assignments. This process is repeated for 100
iterations creating 100 test data sets of 100 points, and 100 unique vSOMs.
Leave-p-out validation SOMs MATLAB Code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Import PCAs for labeled "training" data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Import PCAs for SOM
Folder_base = 'D:\Accelerometer Data\Accelerometer Files_Enclosure\';
%Import PCAs for SOM
MainFolderAddress = [Folder_base, 'Labeled\'];
%Import PCAs for SOM
PCAmat_file='PCAData_lab.mat';
%Import PCAs for SOM
load([MainFolderAddress, PCAmat_file]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% RANDOMIZE: SOM is biased towards the points it is first introduced
to, thus must
% randomize the data points before introducing to the SOM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Set Random Number Stream
rstream = RandStream('mt19937ar','Seed',1);
RandStream.setGlobalStream(rstream);
%Randomize order of rows so SOM is not biased by first rows to be
initialized
PCADatapoints =
PCADatapoints_lab(randperm(size(PCADatapoints_lab,1)),:);
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DataPoints = PCADatapoints;
%Clear to save memory
clear 'PCADatapoints';
clear 'PCADatapoints_lab';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set Validation parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Total number of seconds in dataset
Ntotal = max(size(DataPoints));
%Number of observations to hold-out and test
Ntest = 100;
%Number of observations used to fit/train the SOM
Ntrain = Ntotal - Ntest;
%Bootstrap number/number of repititions
Nrep = 100;
%Create matrix to hold hold-out sample positions for each replication
Sample_mat = NaN(Nrep, Ntest);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Take random samples for validation
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Create sample matrix, rows=iterations, columns=random samples
for i=1:Nrep
Sample_mat(i,:)=datasample(rstream, 1:Ntotal, Ntest, 'Replace',
false);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set export directory, set SOM parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Set new working directory for export files
MainFolderAddress = strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Holdout_Tests2\');
%Set Parameters for SOM
D = 20;
dimensions
= [D D];
coverSteps
= 30;
initNeighbor = 3;
%Set distance and topology
topologyFcn = 'gridtop';
distanceFcn = 'linkdist'; %Link;
%Iteration Number
it_num = 1000;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Run validation loop, each loop is a new SOM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for j=1:Nrep
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Split training and testing dataset
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%subset PCADatapoints_lab removing samples for sample_mat j
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test1 = DataPoints(Sample_mat(j,:)',:);
train1 = removerows(DataPoints, 'ind', Sample_mat(j,:)');
%Separate cluster data from behavior code
Cluster_Data = train1(:,1:21)';
MainData = Cluster_Data;
%Normalize the data
for i=1:21
Container = MainData(i,:);
Container = Container - min(Container);
Container = (Container - max(Container)/2)/max(Container)*2;
MainData(i,:) = Container;
end
Cluster_Data = MainData;
clear MainData;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Train SOM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
net1 =
selforgmap(dimensions,coverSteps,initNeighbor,topologyFcn,distanceFcn);
net1 = train(net1,Cluster_Data);
%Save SOM net
save([MainFolderAddress, 'Labeled_SOM_net', int2str(j), '.mat'],
'net1');
%Save data so can import SOM and Data later
save([MainFolderAddress, 'SOM_labdata', int2str(j), '.mat'],
'Cluster_Data');
%Define # of neurons for SOM plot
numNeurons = D^2;
%Plot SOM
plotsomhits(net1,Cluster_Data);
%set graphic window to max for figure saving
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize'));
%Recolor
set(findobj(get(gca, 'Children'), 'Type', 'Text'), 'Color', 'k');
patches = findobj(get(gca, 'Children'), 'Type', 'Patch');
set(patches(1:400), 'FaceColor', [.91, .95, 1]);
edges = findobj(get(gca, 'Children'), 'Type', 'Patch');
set(edges, 'EdgeColor', [0.5 0.5 0.5]);
%Save
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress,'\SOM_', labname, int2str(j),
'.png'))
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress,'\SOM_', labname, int2str(j),
'.fig'))
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%Save Neuron Information
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Extract NeuronIDs for each datapoint in Cluster_Data
y = net1(Cluster_Data);
classes = vec2ind(y);
%Save NeuronIDs to DataPoints
ncols = min(size(train1));
nrows = max(size(train1));
%Column #26 (ncols+1) is neuronID
train1(1:nrows, ncols+1) = classes(1:nrows);
%Preallocate with NaN so blanks are not mistaken for zero data
Neuron = NaN(numNeurons,26);
%Columns 1:26 in Neuron
Neuron_colnames = ["Index", "Count", "X", "Y", "BestAveSil",
"colMean_PCA1_AX",...
"colMean_PCA2_AX", "colMean_PCA3_AX", "colMean_PCA1_AY",
"colMean_PCA2_AY", "colMean_PCA3_AY", "colMean_PCA1_AZ", ...
"colMean_PCA2_AZ", "colMean_PCA3_AZ", "colMean_PCA1_MX",
"colMean_PCA2_MX", "colMean_PCA3_MX", "colMean_PCA1_MY",...
"colMean_PCA2_MY", "colMean_PCA3_MY", "colMean_PCA1_MZ",
"colMean_PCA2_MZ", "colMean_PCA3_MZ",...
"colMean_PCA1_V", "colMean_PCA2_V", "colMean_PCA3_V"];
%Neuron(:,1) = NeuronID
Neuron(:,1) = 1:numNeurons;
%Calculating X and Y positions of neurons
vec_index = 1:numNeurons;
T2 = floor(vec_index/D) +1;
T1 = vec_index-(T2*D);
for i=1:numNeurons
if(T1(i)==0)
T1(i)=D;
T2(i)=T2(i)-1;
end
end
%X position of neuron on map
Neuron(:,3)= T1-0.5;
%Y position of neuron on map
Neuron(:,4)= T2-0.5;
%for each Neuron
for i=1:numNeurons
%Assign WStruct all DataPoint rows where NeuronID in Datapoints is
equal
%to NeuronID
WStruct = train1(train1(:, ncols+1)==i,:);
%Get number of observations aka count, for that neuron
[a,b] = size(WStruct);
%Get count for each neuron Neuron(i,2) = Count
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Neuron(i,2) = a;
%WS Struct includes col23 [NeuronID] & col22 [behavior], use
columnMeans(:,1:21) for average PCAs for each channel
columnMeans = mean(WStruct, 1);
%Save average PCA value to Neuron, [Av_PCA1_Acc_X == 8...10 to
Av_PCA1_VeDBA == 26...28]
Neuron (i, 6:26) = columnMeans(:,1:21);
end
%preallocate
X = NaN(numNeurons,23);
NeuronIDs = NaN(numNeurons,1);
for i=1:numNeurons
%Neuron(:,2)[Count]
if(Neuron(i,2)>0)
NeuronIDs(i,1) = Neuron(i,1);
RX = Neuron(i,3); %X-position on SOM
RY = Neuron(i,4); %Y-position on SOM
X(i,1:23) = [Neuron(i,6:26), RX, RY];
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Define variables for clustering loop
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Create Variable for overall best K
%DEFINE K FROM GENERAL SOM
K=9;
BestSilhouette = -1;
BestCluster = NaN(numNeurons, 1);
Index = 0;
%preallocate silhouette variables
ClusterSill_colnames = ["Index", "Rep", "K", "SilhouetteAv"];
ClusterSill = NaN(it_num, 4);
%suppress warning, preallocated with NAN so zeros not mistaken for
data
warning off stats:kmeans:MissingDataRemoved
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%K-means Clustering
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%run kmeans it_num times and get best individual silhouette from k
%determined from iterative kmeans of general SOM
for i=1:it_num
idx = kmeans(X,K);
silh = silhouette(X,idx);
SilhouetteAv = nanmean(silh);
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Index = i;
ClusterSill(Index,
ClusterSill(Index,
ClusterSill(Index,
ClusterSill(Index,

1)
2)
3)
4)

=
=
=
=

Index;
K;
i;
SilhouetteAv;

%Best for all K's
if(SilhouetteAv>BestSilhouette)
BestSilhouette = SilhouetteAv;
BestCluster = idx;
end
end
%saves all data up to this point, after time intensive step
save([MainFolderAddress, 'GeneralSOM_', labname, 'KMeansDpts',
int2str(j), '.mat']);
%WS has same colnames as ClusterSill
WS_colnames = ClusterSill_colnames;
WS = ClusterSill;
%Get the average Silhouette for given K
Scores_Ave = mean(WS(:,4));
%Extract best cluster
Neuron(:,5) = BestCluster;
% WS(:,4) = get best clustering scheme
MaxSil = max(WS(:,4));
% Get all rows of ClusterSill where ClusterSill(:,4)[Silhouette Av]
== Avesil
WS = ClusterSill(ClusterSill(:,4)==MaxSil,:);
for i=1:numNeurons
%Neuron.BESTAVESIL == Neuron(:,5)
if(isempty(Neuron(i,5)))
Neuron(i,5) = -1;
end
end
%Extract best average silhouette
BestAveSil = Neuron(:,5);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Draw Clustered Neurons on SOM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Cluster based on K that maximizes average silhouette
DrawGroupedNeurons(D,BestAveSil, K);
title(strcat('Kmeans Best Average Silhouette Cluster for K =',
num2str(K)));
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%set graphic window to max for figure saving
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0, 'Screensize'));
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'BestAveSilClusters_',
labname, int2str(j), '.png'))
saveas(gcf, strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'BestAveSilClusters_',
labname, int2str(j), '.fig'))
csvwrite(strcat(MainFolderAddress, 'Neurons_', labname, int2str(j),
'.csv'), Neuron);
%Add neuron information (for each second/observation which neuron
is it in) to Datapoints
train1_colnames = ["PCA1_AccX", "PCA2_AccX", "PCA3_AccX",
"PCA1_AccY", "PCA2_AccY", "PCA3_AccY",...
"PCA1_AccZ", "PCA2_AccZ", "PCA3_AccZ", "PCA1_MagX",
"PCA2_MagX", "PCA3_MagX", "PCA1_MagY", "PCA2_MagY",...
"PCA3_MagY", "PCA1_MagZ", "PCA2_MagZ", "PCA3_MagZ",
"PCA1_VeDBA", "PCA2_VeDBA", "PCA3_VeDBA", "Category",...
"General_Behavior", "Specific_Behavior", "pID", "NeuronID",
"BestCluster"];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Extract Neuron and Cluster Assignments
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Add clusters to DataPoints
[~, ii] = ismember(train1(:,26), Neuron(:,1));
train1(:,27) = Neuron(ii, 5);
%save results of training data
save([MainFolderAddress, 'Datapoints_neuron', labname, int2str(j),
'.mat'], 'train1');
csvwrite([MainFolderAddress, 'Datapoints_neuron' labname,
int2str(j), '.csv'], train1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Prepare test data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%test data
Cluster_Data = test1(:,1:21)';
MainData = Cluster_Data;
%Normalize the data
for i=1:21
Container = MainData(i,:);
Container = Container - min(Container);
Container = (Container - max(Container)/2)/max(Container)*2;
MainData(i,:) = Container;
end
Cluster_Data = MainData;
clear MainData;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%Update network with new data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%update the network with new data, exclude behavior and pigID
z=net1(Cluster_Data);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Extract Neuron and Cluster Assignments
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%extract location in net (neuron ID) for each second
classes=vec2ind(z);
%assign col 26 neuron ID
test1(:,26)=classes';
%order rows in neuron (:,1) as occur in test_data(:,26)
[~,ii] = ismember(test1(:,26), Neuron(:,1));
%use as index to add average silhouette and max silhouette k to
neuronID
test1(:,27) = Neuron(ii,5);
test1 = test1(:,22:27);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Save
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%save results of test data
save([MainFolderAddress, 'Test_clusters_', labname, int2str(j),
'.mat'], 'test1');
csvwrite([MainFolderAddress, 'TestData_clusters_', labname,
int2str(j), '.csv'], test1);
disp(int2str(j));
end

Compare Validation Results (RCODE)
Compare Validation Results Description
The following code imports the training and test data sets for each iteration of the
hold-outs and constructs matrix A, D and vectors B and C for each data set (test or train)
and each iteration. Matrix A and D (for both the training and test data, train_matAs,
train_matDs, test_matAs and test_matDs respectively) are stored as lists. Each list has
nclust (number of cluster) components and each component/cluster is a matrix of nbeh
(number of behavior) columns and NRep (number of repetitions of hold-outs) rows.
Vector B (train_vecB_mat, test_vecB_mat) is a NRep x nclust matrix that stores the
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relative proportions of the clusters for each iteration. Vector C (train_vecC_mat,
test_vecC_mat) is a NRep x nbeh matrix that stores the proportion of behaviors for each
iteration.
The training data for each iteration is imported and the number of data points in
each cluster is tabulated and divided by the total number of data points to produce vector
B for iteration 1. Matrix A is similarly tabulated by counting the unique cluster-behavior
combinations and dividing by the total number of data points. Vector C is simply the
number of data points of each behavior divided by the total number of data points. Matrix
D is computed using the data.table package the table.prop function. For each iteration of
hold-outs (also each iteration of the loop), the matrices and vectors are calculated and
saved to their respective positions in the lists or matrices.
After the matrices and vectors have been computed for each iteration, the L1norms of the differences between the cells in train_matDs and test_matDs are calculated
to compare the expected probabilities (train) and the actual probabilies (test) for the
clusters and obtain the maximum dissimiliarity, the cluster with the maximum difference
between the expected and actual probabilies summed across the behaviors. Each cell in
the test matrix D is subtracted from its corresponding cell in training matrix D to get the
absolute (absolute value) differences between the predicted probabilities (training matrix
D) and the actual probabilites (test matrix D). For each cluster, these differences are
summed across the behaviors (the rows) and the cluster (column-sum) with the maximum
value (maximum sum of the absolute differences) is the L1-norm. This process is repeated
for each iteration of hold-outs to generate a distribution of L1-norms. These L1-norms are
then standardized by the number of behaviors in the data set (here 5) to produce a value
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between 0 and 1 where 0 represents no differences (or perfects similarity) between
train_matDs and test_matDs (for that iteration) and 1 means that for at least one cluster,
train_matDs and test_matDs are as different as is possible (maximum dissimilarity).
These can then be averaged across the hold-out iterations to produce an average
standardized L1-norm which represents the average (across the iterations) maximum
(across the clusters) difference (between the cells) between training and test matrix Ds.
Compare Validation Matrices R Code
#######################################################################
#Calcuate Matrices and Vectors for Hold-outs
#######################################################################
#Set Unique SOM, Cluster, Behavior and Hold-out Values
#######################################################################
#set number of bins/clusters
nclust=9
#number of different behaviors in training dataset
nbeh=5
#set number of iterations of hold-outs used
Nrep = 100
#######################################################################
#Set Libraries
#######################################################################
#set libraries
library(data.table)
library(plyr)
library(pracma)
library(tidyr)
#######################################################################
#Set functions
#######################################################################
#calculate column sds
colsds <- function(df=df){
df=df
x = apply(df, 2, sd, na.rm=TRUE)
return(x)}
#function that adds alpha (transparency) to colors
add.alpha <- function(col, alpha=1){
if(missing(col))
stop("Please provide a vector of colours.")
apply(sapply(col, col2rgb)/255, 2,
function(x)
rgb(x[1], x[2], x[3], alpha=alpha))}
#######################################################################
#Create Working Directory Variables
#######################################################################
#create working directory variables
behavior_wd = "D:/Accelerometer Data/Behavioral Idents (EDIT)/"
#labcomp
data_wd = "D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer
Files_Enclosure/Labeled/Holdout_Tests/" #labcomp
#######################################################################
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#Import behavior key (what behavior each number corresponds to)
#######################################################################
setwd(behavior_wd)
cats=read.csv('Categories and Numbers.csv', header=TRUE) #Import
categories key
colnames(cats) =c("Category", "Category_Number") #Rename columns
to match datapoints variable
#######################################################################
#Preallocate Space
#######################################################################
#preallocate matrices, temporary files
#preallocate vector B space for training and test data
train_vecB_mat = matrix(ncol=nclust, nrow=Nrep)
test_vecB_mat = matrix(ncol=nclust, nrow=Nrep)
#preallocate vector C space for training and test data
train_vecC_mat = matrix(ncol=nbeh, nrow=Nrep)
test_vecC_mat = matrix(ncol=nbeh, nrow=Nrep)
#preallocate matrices for training and test data
for (i in 1:nclust){
train_matAs = c(rep(list(matrix(nrow=Nrep, ncol=nbeh)),
nclust))
train_matDs = c(rep(list(matrix(nrow=Nrep, ncol=nbeh)),
nclust))
test_matAs = c(rep(list(matrix(nrow=Nrep, ncol=nbeh)), nclust))
test_matDs = c(rep(list(matrix(nrow=Nrep, ncol=nbeh)), nclust))
}
#######################################################################
#Tabulate Mat A, D & Vec B, C for the Training & Test Data per hold-out
#######################################################################
setwd(data_wd)
#loop for 100 hold-outs for training and test data
for (n in 1:Nrep){
##################################
###########trained data###########
##################################
#import and format
train_temp = read.csv(paste("Datapoints_neuronlab", n, ".csv",
sep=""), header=FALSE)
train_temp = train_temp[,22:27]
head(train_temp)
colnames(train_temp) = c("Category_Number",
"General_Behavior_Number",
"Specific_Behavior_Number","PigID",
"NeuronID", "BestCluster") #Set column names
#more recent versions should have an "Index" column between
PigID and NeuronID
train_temp=merge(train_temp, cats, by="Category_Number") #Merge
datapoints and keys by shared column
train_temp = train_temp[,c(4, 6, 7)] #save pigID, behavior,
BestCluster
#matrix A counts
train_matA_counts = t(tapply(train_temp$BestCluster,
INDEX=list(train_temp$BestCluster, train_temp$Category), FUN=length))
#convert NAs to zeros
train_matA_counts[is.na(as.data.frame(train_matA_counts))]<-0
#matrix A props
train_matA_props = train_matA_counts/sum(train_matA_counts,
na.rm=TRUE)
#check
if(sum(train_matA_props, na.rm=TRUE)!=1)
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{break
print("train_matA_props do not sum to 1")}
#vector B counts
train_vecB_counts = colSums(train_matA_counts)
#vector B props
train_vecB_props = train_vecB_counts/sum(train_vecB_counts,
na.rm=TRUE)
#check
if(sum(train_vecB_props, na.rm=TRUE)!=1)
{break
print("train_vecB_props do not sum to 1")}
#save vecB props
train_vecB_mat[n,]<-train_vecB_props
#vector C counts
train_vecC_counts = rowSums(train_matA_counts)
#vector C props
train_vecC_props = train_vecC_counts/sum(train_vecC_counts,
na.rm=TRUE)
#check
if(sum(train_vecC_props, na.rm=TRUE)!=1)
{break
print("train_vecC_props do not sum to 1")}
#save vecC props
train_vecC_mat[n,]=train_vecC_props
#matrix D: behavior proportions
train_matD = prop.table(as.matrix(train_matA_counts), 2)
#make sure has all columns
if(length(colnames(train_matD))!=9)
{break
print("train_matD_props do not sum to 9")}
#save matA and matD proportions
for (k in 1:9){
train_matAs[[k]][n,]=train_matA_props[,k]
train_matDs[[k]][n,]=train_matD[,k]
}
#################################
#############test data###########
#################################
#import and format
test_temp = read.csv(paste("TestData_clusters_lab", n, ".csv",
sep=""), header=FALSE)
colnames(test_temp)=c("Category_Number",
"General_Behavior_Number",
"Specific_Behavior_Number","PigID",
"NeuronID", "BestCluster") #Set column names
test_temp=merge(test_temp, cats, by="Category_Number") #Merge
datapoints and keys by shared column
test_temp = test_temp[,c(4, 7, 6)] #save pigID, behavior,
BestCluster
#matrix A counts
test_matA_counts = t(tapply(test_temp$BestCluster,
INDEX=list(test_temp$BestCluster, test_temp$Category), FUN=length))
#convert NAs to zeros
test_matA_counts[is.na(as.data.frame(test_matA_counts))]<-0
#remove any columns titled "NaN", this happens when there are
no trained data in a particular neuron
#and therefore it wasn't classified into a cluster
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colnames1 = colnames(test_matA_counts)
for (j in 1:length(colnames1)){
if(colnames1[j] == "NaN") {
y = j
test_matA_counts = test_matA_counts[,-y]}}
#Add column of zeros for each missing bin
if(ncol(test_matA_counts)!=ncol(train_matA_counts)){
col_start = colnames(test_matA_counts) #column names before
messing with it
names1 <- c("1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9") #
set reference vector of all columns that should be in vector
missing1 <- setdiff(names1, colnames(test_matA_counts)) #
find names of missing columns
test_matA_counts <-as.data.frame(test_matA_counts)
x = ncol(test_matA_counts)
while(x!=ncol(train_matA_counts))
{test_matA_counts[x + 1]<- 0
# add columns and fill with
zeros
x = ncol(test_matA_counts)}
# update number x
names(test_matA_counts) = c(col_start, missing1) #rename with
new column names
test_matA_counts <- test_matA_counts[names1]} #put columns in
order
#matrix A props
test_matA_props = test_matA_counts/sum(test_matA_counts,
na.rm=TRUE)
#check
if(sum(test_matA_props, na.rm=TRUE)!=1)
{break
print("test_matA_props do not sum to 1")}
#vector B counts
test_vecB_counts = colSums(test_matA_counts, na.rm=TRUE)
#vector B props
test_vecB_props = test_vecB_counts/sum(test_vecB_counts,
na.rm=TRUE)
#check
if(sum(test_vecB_props, na.rm=TRUE)!=1)
{break
print("train_vecB_props do not sum to 1")}
#vector C counts
test_vecC_counts = rowSums(test_matA_counts, na.rm=TRUE)
#vector C props
test_vecC_props = test_vecC_counts/sum(test_vecC_counts,
na.rm=TRUE)
#check
if(sum(test_vecC_props, na.rm=TRUE)!=1)
{break
print("train_vecC_props do not sum to 1")}
#matrix D: behavior proportions
test_matD = prop.table(as.matrix(test_matA_counts), 2)
#make matrix D zero for missing columns
if(is.na(round(sum(test_matD),1))){test_matD[,missing1]<-0}
#make sure has all columns
if(length(colnames(test_matD))!=9)
{break
print("test_matD_props do not sum to 9")}
#save matA and matD proportions
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for (k in 1:9){
test_matAs[[k]][n,]=test_matA_props[,k]
test_matDs[[k]][n,]=test_matD[,k]
}
#save vecB props
test_vecB_mat[n,]=test_vecB_props
#save vecC props
test_vecC_mat[n,]=test_vecC_props
}
#######################################################################
#######################################################################
## Construct L1 Norms
#######################################################################
#######################################################################
# Take the difference between matrix D train and matrix D test
# Take the absolute value of the difference
# Sum across the behaviors for each cluster
# Take the maximum difference found among the clusters
# This is the "l1-norm"
# Standardize the l1-norm by dividing by the number of behaviors
to transfer to scale of 0 to 1
# Interpret as: l1-norm = 0 means train/test exactly the same;
l1-norm = 1 at least one cluster is as different as possible
#######################################################################
# Preallocate space
#######################################################################
#preallocate a list of matrices where each list is a cluster,
each column is a behavior and each iteration
# is the rows
for (i in 1:nclust){
delt_matDs = c(rep(list(matrix(nrow=Nrep, ncol=nbeh)), nclust))
}
#######################################################################
# Absolute Differences in Matrix D
#######################################################################
#Train and Test Absolute Differences in Matrix D
#subtract column 1 row 1 of training matrix D from test matrix D
and repeat for all rows and all columns
for (i in 1:Nrep){
for (k in 1:nclust){
#subtract the training matrix from the test matrix and take
the absolute value
delt_matDs[[k]][i,] = abs(train_matDs[[k]][i,] test_matDs[[k]][i,])
}
}
#######################################################################
# Preallocate space
#######################################################################
#preallocate a matrix to hold the sums
deltmatD_sums = matrix (ncol=nclust, nrow = Nrep)
#preallocate a vector to hold the l-norms
maxdelt_sums = vector(length=Nrep)
#######################################################################
# Calculate Maximum Cluster-wise Difference
#######################################################################
#Sum across behaviors so get total cluster difference
for (i in 1:Nrep){
for (k in 1:nclust){
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#sum the differences for the behaviors for each cluster
(cluster-wise sum of differences for all behaviors within cluster)
deltmatD_sums[i,k] = sum(delt_matDs[[k]][i,])
}
#take the maximum of these sums from among the clusters
(cluster with biggest sum of absolute differences)
maxdelt_sums[i] = max(deltmatD_sums[i,])
}
#######################################################################
# Standardize Results
#######################################################################
#standardize by the number of behaviors
maxdelt_standard = maxdelt_sums / nbeh
# zero is good
#######################################################################
# Distribution of Standardized L1-norms
#######################################################################
#create a boxplot of the distributions of l-norms
boxplot(maxdelt_standard, main="Training versus Test Matrix D",
ylab="Standardized L-Norms")
#get the mean of the maximum cluster error
#######################################################################
# Calculate Mean Standardized L1-norms
#######################################################################
mean(maxdelt_standard)
#an average maximum 26% cluster error
1-mean(maxdelt_standard)
# predicted 74% correctly (26% is the average maximum error among
clusters)
# predicted correctly (across the iterations on average) a minimum of
74% correctly

Apply to New Data
The following code demonstrates how to obtain cluster assignments from the
gSOM for new unobserved data and how to apply the behavioral probability profiles,
matrix D, to those clusters.
Apply New Data, Obtain Cluster Assignments (MATLAB)
Apply New Data, Obtain Cluster Assignments Description
This code imports the general SOM with the k-means information and exposes
new data to the SOM to obtain cluster assignments.
Apply New Data, Obtain Cluster Assignments MATLAB code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Set Random Number Stream
rstream = RandStream('mt19937ar','Seed',1);
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RandStream.setGlobalStream(rstream);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Import SOM net and clusters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Folder_base = 'D:\Accelerometer Data\Accelerometer Files\';
MainFolderAddress = [Folder_base, 'Labeled\'];
%load training datapoints including SOM net and clusters
load([MainFolderAddress, 'Datapoints_all', '.mat']);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Import PCAs for SOM
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Folder_base = 'D:\Accelerometer Data\Accelerometer Files_Noble\';
MainFolderAddress = [Folder_base, 'Accel #3\A3 Rotated
CSVs\ProcessedData\'];
PCAmat_file='PCAData_lab.mat';
load([MainFolderAddress, PCAmat_file]);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Randomize order of rows so SOM is not biased by first rows to be
initialized
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
PCADatapoints =
PCADatapoints_lab(randperm(size(PCADatapoints_lab,1)),:);
DataPoints = PCADatapoints;
%Separate cluster data from behavior code
Cluster_Data = DataPoints(:,1:21)';
MainData = Cluster_Data;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Normalize the data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:21
Container = MainData(i,:);
Container = Container - min(Container);
Container = (Container - max(Container)/2)/max(Container)*2;
MainData(i,:) = Container;
end
Cluster_Data = MainData;
clear MainData;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%update the network with new data, exclude behavior and pigID
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
z=net1(Cluster_Data);
%extract location in net (neuron ID) for each second
classes=vec2ind(z);
%assign col 26 neuron ID
DataPoints(:,24)=classes';
%order rows in neuron (:,1) as occur in test_data(:,26)
[~,ii] = ismember(DataPoints(:,24), Neuron(:,1));
%use as index to add average silhouette and max silhouette k to
neuronID
DataPoints(:,25) = Neuron(ii,5);
DataPoints = DataPoints(:,22:25);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Save
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
csvwrite([MainFolderAddress, 'TestData_clusters.csv'], DataPoints);
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Apply Behavioral Profiles to Unobserved Data (RCODE)
Apply Behavioral Profiles to Unobserved Data Description
The following code applies the behavioral probability profiles, matrix D,
constructed from the labeled data to new data that has cluster assignments. This merges
the behavioral probabilities associated with each cluster in matrix D with the cluster
assignment for each data point.
Apply Behavioral Profiles to Unobserved Data RCODE
########################################################################
#import matrix D for General SOM
########################################################################
#setwd
matD_wd = "D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer Files_Enclosure/Labeled/"
setwd(matD_wd)
#import file
matD=read.csv("MatrixD.csv", header=TRUE)
#rename rows and columns
rownames(matD) = matD[,1]
matD = matD[,2:10]
colnames(matD) = c("1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9")
########################################################################
#Prepare MatD so can be used to merge on columns
########################################################################
#transpose matrix so that behaviors are columns
matD_trans = t(matD)
matD_trans = as.data.frame(matD_trans)
#add cluster numbers
matD_trans$Cluster = 1:9
#add a column for unknown behaviors (NaNs)
matD_trans$Unknown = 0
#add behavior profile for NaN clusters
x = c(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
#add unknown to matrix D
matD2 = rbind(matD_trans,x)
#identify cluster for unknown as NaN
matD2$Cluster[10] <- "NaN"
########################################################################
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#csv containing all file info for data points to be identified (loop)
########################################################################
#import noble data
#import csv with working directories
noble_wd = "D:/Accelerometer Data/Accelerometer Files_Noble/"
setwd(noble_wd)
noble_pigs = read.csv("2018_10_31 Noble Pigs Test Data Working Directories.csv",
header=TRUE, colClasses = "character")
#extract changing variables
for (x in 1:nrow(noble_pigs)){
#pigID for accel data
pig_ID = noble_pigs[x,1]
#working directory for accel data
pig_wd = noble_pigs[x,2]
#name of csv file for accel data
csv = noble_pigs[x,3]
########################################################################
#import new data to be identified
########################################################################
#setwd for accel data to be identified
setwd(pig_wd)
#import "testdata", the data to be identified
data = read.csv(csv, header=FALSE)
#remove "behavior" column which should be all zeros as this is unknown behavior
data = data[,2:4]
#rename
colnames(data) = c("PigID", "NeuronID", "Cluster")
########################################################################
#VecB Cluster Proportion Statistics
########################################################################
#determine number of observations per bin
vecB_prime_counts=tapply(data$Cluster, INDEX=data$Cluster, FUN=length)
#get total number of observations
total = sum(vecB_prime_counts)
#get proportions per bin (vecB prime)
vecB_prime = vecB_prime_counts/total
#merge on cluster, add proportions unique to each cluster to data points
data2 = merge(data, matD2, by.x="Cluster", by.y="Cluster", all.x=TRUE, all.y=TRUE)
#if have NaNs make sure there are some unknowns
unique(data2$Unknown)
#write csv
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write.csv(data2, paste(pig_ID, "_clustersidentified.csv", header=TRUE))}
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